
 



 

WEEK ONE 

Day One: God’s Not GOING to Change You! 

“Change me, Lord.” It’s been the cry of human hearts for numerous 
generations, as we come to the realisation that perhaps - after countless 
unsuccessful attempts at it - we simply can’t ‘change’ ourselves. This desire to 
completely depend on God brings joy to His heart. Yet in the same moment it 
can also reveal an underlying and destructive belief – that somehow we are 
still waiting on God to give us something. That He has been holding out on us, 
and unless He gives us what we need in order to change, we’ll never be who 
He said to be – like Jesus. It also shows that we have an underlying fear that 
who we are in this very moment is not good enough, and that God has to 
change us for us ever be ‘right’.  

My friend, let me tell you that there is nothing further from the truth! God 
sees you as ‘right’ in this moment and He is not GOING to ‘change’ you, 
because He has already done it – you’re already changed! He wants to awaken 
you to what He has already done inside of you, and when you actually see and 
believe the fullness of what He has already done – you won’t recognise 
yourself anymore! You won’t have to BECOME who He said you are. You’ll 
simply BE it! 

You see, we are never waiting for God to move. Our identity is never 
dependent on having the next ‘experience’ with God so that we can ‘grow’ and 
look more like who He created us to be. He wants us to know that we are free 
right now – today – in this moment! The change has already taken place! Not 
sure how this is impossible? Stick with me and you’ll see… 

The Best News You’ve Ever Heard 

If you’ve been around the Word of God for any length of time, you will have 
heard this news… but you may not have known what it really means. The best 
news that you’ve ever heard is that: 

YOU ARE COMPLETE IN CHRIST 

Right now, in this moment, you are complete in Him. Why? Because when 
Jesus died on the cross, IT WAS FINISHED (John 19:13).  

What was finished? Everything! 
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Ephesians 2:1, 4 & 6 (TPT) And His fullness fills you,  

…even when we were dead and doomed in our many sins he invited us into the 
very life of Christ and saved us by his wonderful grace! He raised us up with 
Christ the exalted one, and we ascended with Him into the glorious perfection 
and authority of the heavenly realm for we are now joined as one with Christ! 

We have been invited into the very life of Christ! Everything that fills Christ and 
makes Him who He is, fills you now. You are – right now – complete in Him. 

It says in this scripture that He saved us by His wonderful grace and often we 
attribute this as our ticket to heaven and for many people, that’s where they 
think the good news starts and finishes. However, this is only a fraction of what 
He did when ‘He invited us into the very life of Christ’. The big thing Jesus 
accomplished in His finished work, is what He did in our identity. Our salvation 
simply comes out of our changed identity – sons and daughters of the living 
God are of course going to live with Him in heaven! Yet heaven is not the end 
of what Jesus did. It is only just the beginning. Your identity has been forever 
changed and we’re only just discovering the many ways in which that actually 
changes everything about our lives! We’ve been liberated in a way that we’ve 
never before even guessed at!  

If His work is complete and He is complete and you are joined as one with 
Christ in your spirit, then His life in you makes your spirit complete – right now!  

Of course, we may wonder how this could possibly be true. ‘I certainly don’t 
look or feel complete’, you may think. Trust me, it’s in the Book, and if you stay 
with this, you’ll know it to be true! But before we go any further, let’s choose 
to lay down our intellect – the things of God can only be awakened in our 
hearts by grace. When we defer to our natural minds, we put a boundary in 
place. Jesus wants to awaken our hearts with the truth and when we hang 
onto our clichés, we think we know what something is… only to find out that 
what we thought was the whole, was actually just a part of it. We may think 
that we know who we are in Christ and Who Christ is in us, but we cannot 
know the fullness of it if we reject what we can clearly see in the Word 
because our heads can’t believe it.  

Any time we have a filter we will filter OUT something – consider the Pharisees 
who expected Jesus to come a certain way (as a conquering King) and totally 
missed Him! Throughout this devotional, we will hear scriptures and terms that 
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we’ve heard before, but if we won’t see it with fresh eyes, we will miss what 
God is saying and the truth that sets us free. 

 

Am I willing to lay down my filters, my clichés, my expectations and the 
parameters of where my heart has previously gone in faith, and receive with 
fresh eyes, the truth that will set me free? Why/Why not? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Two: God’s Treasure Chest 

What greater treasure could there be than the living Christ embedded within 
each one of us! The Word of God tells us that this is what the finished work of 
Christ looks like within every single believer: 

Colossians 1:26 – 27 (TPT) There is a divine mystery – a secret surprise that has 
been concealed from the world for generations, but now it’s being revealed, 
unfolded and manifested for every holy believer to experience. Living within you 
is the Christ who floods you with the expectation of glory! This mystery of 
Christ, embedded within us, becomes a heavenly treasure chest of hope filled 
with the riches of glory for his people, and God wants everyone to know it! 

What a precious scripture! We never have to be the one who misses out! We 
never have to be the one who watches someone else ‘get’ their experience 
with God and feel left behind, because this scripture clearly states that within 
each of us lives this treasure chest of Christ! Praise God! However, isn’t it 
interesting that this scripture ends with ‘and God wants everyone to know it!’ 
Why would this be important? If someone had a treasure chest of glory living 
within them, wouldn’t they know it?  

Well, let me ask you this: Did YOU know it? When you look around you in the 
body of Christ, do you think that most people know it? The sad thing is that we 
can have this treasure chest inside of us – locked up, shut tight and hidden 
away. If we don’t know that it’s embedded within us, or we fear opening the 
lid, it is as though the treasure was never there in the first place. 

I lived most of my life feeling like I was boxed in, shut up, restricted and 
restrained. I had no idea there was a treasure chest hidden in my heart. And 
when I finally discovered that there was, I equally had no idea how to open it 
up. 

As Steffany Gretzinger’s beautiful song, Out of Hiding says, ‘You’ve been on 
lockdown and I hold the key’. That’s exactly where I was, but He showed me 
the way out! 

Our precious Lord has given us the keys to the treasure chests within our 
hearts. The question is, will we turn them and fling wide open the lid so that 
the world can see the treasure which lies within our hearts? 
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The poster above showcases two ornate metal keys, which were given to me, 
led of Holy Spirit, by a believing friend. When I received them, I held up the 
smaller key and heard Holy Spirit whisper to my heart that this was the key to 
my prison door, and He had already opened it for me… all I had to do was walk 
out.  

When I held up the larger key, He said, ‘And this is the key to the palace’. I 
realised in an instant that whether or not I stayed in the prison or entered the 
palace was entirely up to me – He had given me the keys and the choice. And 
He has given the same keys to you – it’s all tied up in our identity.  

Do we see ourselves as prisoners living in a shut up, dark and empty box, or do 
we see ourselves as His royalty living in the shimmering wonder of the Palace 
with Him? How we see ourselves determines what we’ll do with the treasure 
chest that lies within. If we see ourselves as a prisoner, the chest becomes a 
desolate prison and stays tightly shut. If we see ourselves as royalty, the 
treasure chest becomes a palace – the lid is flung wide open and the shining 
glory of the Lord is released.  
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Let’s open your treasure chest right now and discover the shining glory that is 
inside it. You know, the word ‘revelation’ actually means ‘discovery’. We have 
the fullness of Christ within us, and we are never looking for Him to ‘give us a 
new revelation’… rather, we awaken to see the treasure that was already there 
in the first place. We’ve probably all walked in decades of lies, with satan 
telling us who we’re not, what we can’t be, do or have. Will you agree with me 
that this ends now?  

Let’s discover who you are. Let’s discover what is inside your treasure chest. 
Within God’s people is a whole treasure mine we can never plumb the depths 
of. It’s all inside of us. It’s His glory. 

 

Do I see myself as a prisoner or as royalty? Why? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Am I willing to open the treasure chest which is embedded within my heart? 

Why/why not? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: Everything Comes Down to Identity 

Prisoner or royalty? EVERYTHING comes down to identity. We cannot go 
further than our sense of identity. Whether or not we walk in our destiny is 
completely dependent upon whether we see ourselves as the person who can 
live it. It’s only through Christ that we can accomplish anything and if our 
identity is not entwined with Him, we will encounter a serious issue in the 
journey of our destiny. 

The problem is not that we don’t believe God can do it. We have no issues 
whatsoever with that! God is a big God. He’s powerful, wise, loving and true. 
We know there is no force which can stop Him or overpower Him. 

The problem is only when we have to believe that He can do it THROUGH US. 

The Israelites actually saw the red sea part. They knew without a shadow of 
doubt that God was powerful and mighty – they had seen it with their own 
eyes as He delivered them and destroyed their enemies completely. But what 
happened not so long afterwards when they were asked to believe that God 
could work THROUGH them to take the Promised Land? They couldn’t believe 
it! It was their sense of identity that stole the Promised Land from everyone in 
that generation other than Caleb and Joshua. The other spies who came back 
from scouting out the Promised Land saw themselves ‘as grasshoppers’ in the 
sight of their enemies (Numbers 13:32 – 33). Yet Caleb and Joshua knew that 
God had promised the land to them. They believed that He could work through 
them, and that they were well able to take it (Numbers 13:30). 

We have to believe as Caleb and Joshua did, that not only can God do it, but 
that He can do it through us! Why? Because Jesus Christ – the heavenly 
treasure chest of glory – has been embedded within us. If there is nothing that 
He cannot do, neither is there nothing that WE cannot do! And we actually 
have the privilege to even look at our circumstances and the promises of God 
beyond the level of Caleb and Joshua. Their perspective was absolutely a ‘God-
is-with-us’ perspective. We have the privilege, honour and confidence of living 
from a ‘God-is-in-us’ perspective! Without this perspective, we cannot enter 
our own promised land of destiny. But with it, absolutely nothing can stop us 
from walking in the fullness of all God has promised us! 
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In reality, it comes down to this. Our identity is the ONLY thing that can stop 
us. Satan can’t – He’s been stripped and defeated. Jesus took the keys of sin 
and the grave, and He made an open display of satan as He paraded him 
stripped and naked before us (Colossians 2:15). 

Other people can’t stop us – Jesus has set us free! Many can attempt to stop us 
through their judgments of who we are, yet we were given the privilege of free 
will, and it is up to us to decide if we will receive the judgments others make 
about our identity, or if we will reject these judgments and choose instead to 
believe what GOD has said about us in His Word.  

Colossians 2:18 (AMP) Let no one defraud you by acting as an umpire and 
declaring you unworthy and disqualifying you for the prize… 

It says to ‘let’ no one. The instruction was given to us and the choice is ours – 
God says not to let others judge us (acting as an umpire over our lives). 
Whether we reject or receive the judgments made by others will always 
depend on how we see ourselves – if we see ourselves in the same manner in 
which we’ve been judged, we’ll receive it. But if we see ourselves in a manner 
differently to the way we’ve been judged, we will reject their judgments. 

Everything comes down to identity. And there is only one Person who knows 
what our identity really is. After all, He’s the one who created us… 

 

Have I allowed satan to determine or influence my identity? If so, how? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Have I allowed other people to determine or influence my identity? If so, how? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: It’s Always Been About Identity 

It is not only us who can go no further than our identity. In fact, Jesus Himself 
could never have done what He was sent here for, if He did not settle the issue 
of His identity in His heart first. Jesus was a man filled with the Holy Spirit. 
When He was born, He wasn’t pretending to be a baby – He WAS a baby! He 
had to grow, listen to the voice of Holy Spirit and know who He was and what 
He was called to do, just as we need to. What do you think was going on in the 
first thirty years of Jesus life? We see a big hint as to what that was in Jesus 
response to his parents when they could not find him for three days after 
taking Him to Jerusalem for the Passover Feast. In the first words of Jesus that 
are recorded for us in the Scriptures, He says: “I must be about my Father’s 
business” (Luke 2:49). He knew who He was – He called God HIS Father. 

In fact, just as the fullness of Jesus Christ is the heavenly treasure chest 
embedded within us which allows us to be and do all things in Him, the fullness 
of God Himself was embedded within Jesus by the power of Holy Spirit to 
enable Him to accomplish His purpose on this earth. 

Colossians 1:19 (NLT) For God in all his fullness was pleased to live in Christ. 

So Jesus had to settle the issue of identity – and so do we. In fact, identity is 
the very reason we as a human race got off track in the first place. Identity was 
not settled by Adam and Eve in the garden and we can all see the disastrous 
results from that. 

Imagine Adam and Eve in the garden. They were one in spirit with God, made 
in His glorious likeness, and communing with Him daily. Yet they were tempted 
in their soul by satan’s statement, “For God knows that in the day you eat of it 
your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God…” 

He was going after their identity. They WERE made in God’s image! They 
already were like God but satan got them to disbelieve it! He told them that 
they had to BECOME like God and therefore they assumed that they were not 
already like Him. Satan planted the seed of doubt - and they believed it!  

And there began the age-old attack against our identity: ‘You still need to 
BECOME something. You’re not enough as you are. You have to become 
better… righteous… like Jesus. You are waiting to receiving something from 
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God that He has thus far been holding out on you.’ That’s what the lies sound 
like.  

Adam had a Spirit, soul and body. His real sin (missing the mark) was not in 
eating a piece of fruit. His real sin was in believing what satan had said about 
His identity, instead of what God had already said – this is what led him to 
decide to go against God’s direct instructions to him. And in that moment, his 
spirit died. It still existed because that’s what makes us eternal beings. Yet it 
was dead, because it was disconnected from God who is the very source of life. 

Jesus came to re-connect us to the fullness of God, and to the fullness of our 
identity: Christ in us, God in Him!  

The fullness of God dwells in Jesus and the fullness of Jesus dwells in us, 
through the Holy Spirit. It’s time to settle the issue of identity, once and for all! 

 

What are the issues of identity that I feel I need to ‘settle’? Or in other words, 
what are the lies from satan about my identity, that can easily ‘unsettle’ me? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: It is FINISHED 

Three little words with a gigantic meaning: IT IS FINISHED! 

We’ve heard it. We confess it. We talk about it. We even preach about it. But 
DO WE REALLY BELIEVE IT? 

Because if we do, we’ll understand that the work was completed at the cross. 
We’re not waiting for God to do anything else for us. We don’t need Jesus to 
add to anything He’s already done. When He said, “It is finished,” He meant, IT 
IS FINISHED! Everything is done! Everything is complete! Now believe it! 

God is not running up and down frantically between heaven and earth. The 
Bible tells us that Jesus is seated in heavenly places at the right hand of the 
Father (and we are seated with Him too… but we’ll get to that soon). He is 
seated because it’s done. It’s all done, and the complete and finished work of 
Jesus in its fullness now resides through Holy Spirit, in the hearts of man. His 
finished work is contained within the fullness of Christ – the heavenly treasure 
chest of glory that is embedded within us.  

Jesus sat down! There is now nothing more to do but to align ourselves with 
what’s already been done. It was the great exchange. He took our place and He 
gave us His place. Our identity was not changed. It was completed 
EXCHANGED: His identity for our identity. Finished! Done! 

 

Is it possible that this could be true?!?!?! Perhaps your mind is screaming 
“Unbelievable!” at this point, but remember what you choose on Day One. Did 
you decide to lay down your preconceived notions and see with fresh eyes 
what the Word of God says about who you are? If so, prepare yourself to 
discover this truth, and to embark on a journey from which you will never see 
yourself the same again! How do you feel as you begin? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK TWO 

Day One: Who do You Believe About You? 

If there’s one thing satan does NOT want us to know, it is the truth about who 
we are! No weapon in the arsenal of hell has ever been yielded more 
effectively and frequently than the deception about the identity of the people 
of God. Not only has religion lied to us and told us that we have to ‘do good’ in 
order to ‘please’ God or be ‘acceptable’ to Him, and kept us bound in an 
exhausting works-shackle of sin-consciousness, but satan has also wielded the 
relentless shouts of accusation towards us. He is called in the Bible, after all, 
the ACCUSER of the brethren (Rev 12:10)!  

And He has another name, too. Guess what it is? The father of LIES! 

John 8:44 (AMP) …He was a murderer from the beginning and does not stand 
in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaks a falsehood, he 
speaks what is natural to him, for he is a liar [himself] and the father of lies and 
all that is false. 

So what does that tell us! If NOTHING that comes out of his mouth is the truth, 
then when he tells us that we’re not good enough, that we can never do what 
God has called us to do, that we’ll never overcome our past failures, and that 
we have no value and worth, we can simply tell him to shut up because if he 
said it, it can’t possibly be true! 

On the other hand, we have a loving Savior who IS truth and died to redeem 
our identity! 

John 14:6 (AMP) Jesus said to him, I am the Way, and the Truth and the Life; no 
one comes to the Father except by (through) Me. 

So who do you think we should believe? Who is going to tell us the TRUTH 
about who we are? This one is hands down simple – whatever satan (and those 
people in your life whose mouthpieces he is using to speak condemnation and 
judgment over you) says, is a big, fat lie and doesn’t deserve a second thought, 
lettalone your agreement with it!   

On the other hand, whatever Holy Spirit tells you, is THE truth. Believe it, 
receive it and agree with it. This is true humility. 
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However, we often find that there’s another person who gets involved in this 
issue and makes what should be black and white suddenly look extremely grey. 
And that person is YOU! 

We truly can be our own worst enemies in how we see ourselves and what we 
speak about ourselves, but the only way that we can do that is to come into 
agreement with satan instead of God. So we have to ask ourselves, who is the 
God of our lives? Is our loving, wonderful Father God, or do we have an idol in 
satan or even in ourselves? Because ultimately, that’s what we’re doing when 
we receive and make agreement with something that has been spoken by 
satan or ourselves, which overrides what God has said.  

When we choose to listen to lies instead of truth, we’ve got a problem that will 
consume us if we do not deal with it. And of course, dealing with this issue is 
simple: We make a choice.  

Make a choice to believe what God says, above what anyone or anything else 
says – come what may and no matter how far from reality it feels or appears to 
be! Choose to believe God and we will find that Holy Spirit will make the truth 
we have decided to believe clear in our hearts, and outwork it in our lives. 
That’s it! Simple, isn’t it! 

Let’s make today the day that we lay down all of our idols, cut off all our 
agreement with lies, and ask the Father to show us the truth of who we are, 
with fresh eyes and ears. 

 

Am I willing to lay down my idols - my thoughts about me, satan’s lies about 
me, what others have spoken over me and what my emotions say about me? 
Why or why not? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Two: The Truth About Who YOU Are 

When Jesus died for us on the cross, He changed everything about our identity, 
by exchanging His identity for ours. It’s impossible to try to list the specific 
ways our identity altered because of the finished work of the cross, as this list 
would surely be limitless! As we allow Holy Spirit to awaken deeper and deeper 
revelation within us, we will continually discover more and more truths 
pertaining to our identity.  

However, for this devotional, we’re going to look at ten ways our identity was 
changed because of what Jesus did on the cross. And in order to understand 
these ten things, we have to realise that God is a ‘it-is-done-before-it’s-done’ 
kind of God. Consider the number of times in the Bible that it speaks of 
something which was accomplished ‘Before the foundation of the world’. For 
example: 

 Jesus was chosen and foreordained before the foundation of the world 
(1 Peter 20) 

 Jesus is the Lamb that was slain from the foundation of the world. 
(Revelation 13:8) 

 He chose us to be His own in Christ before the foundation of the world 
(Ephesians 1:4) 

 
This is also the God who ‘Calls those things which are not as though they were’ 
(Romans 4:17). He’s perfectly comfortable with considering that things are 
DONE in the Spiritual, before we ever see them with our physical eyes as DONE 
in the natural. As His children, He desires for us to think and see in these terms 
– His finished work is always accomplished in advance. He offers it up to us as 
completed and we simply align ourselves with what He has already done by 
faith through grace. In other words, He does it in the spiritual well in advance, 
and we believe it. After that, we see it in the natural. 

He tells us to ‘fix our eyes not on what is seen but what is unseen’ (2 Cor 4:18). 
In God’s eyes, what is unseen to the natural eyes – but very much seen to the 
spiritual eyes – is His reality. And we can be thankful for that because 
otherwise we could have no expectation of heaven. After all, if I asked you 
whether you’re saved and going to heaven, you’d say an emphatic “Yes!” But 
you’re not there right now, are you? You’re still alive on this earth, yet you 
consider your future in heaven as ‘Done’. You’re a citizen of heaven right now, 
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yet when you look around you, it seems the furtherest thing from truth. 
However, the day will come when you’ll instead be looking out over those 
streets of gold. See, we know how to do this!  

So it’s no surprise that God functions in the exact same mode of operation 
when it comes to our identities. This work is finished! He accomplished the 
exchange of our identities long before we ever drew a natural breath, and now 
He offers this completed work to us and we get to decide whether or not we 
are going to believe that it’s true and participate with it by aligning ourselves 
with what He has already accomplished (the exchange of our identity with 
Christ’s). It’s only AFTER we believe it to be true by faith through His grace, 
that we will actually see it with our natural eyes. But if we don’t receive it as 
truth while we can’t see it with our natural eyes… we’ll never see it at all! 

So let’s get ready to look at the ten things Jesus accomplished in our identity 
through the finished work of the cross, and be excited because this is going to 
be an incredible journey! If you’ll view each of these things as done-finished-
and-completed-facts, you will never be tripped up by satan’s lies about you 
ever again! 

 

Am I willing to see my identity through the filter of the done-finished-and-
completed-facts of God’s truth and no other way? Will I choose to look at what 
is unseen rather than what is seen? Will I declare about myself what God has 
spoken about me regardless of how natural reality appears to be? Why or why 
not? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #1 You are Spirit, Soul & Body (1) 

It is important for us to understand that we are three-part beings – not 
surprisingly, as we were created after the image of a triune God (Gen 1:26 – 
27). 

1 Thessalonians 5:23 (NKJV) Now may the God of peace Himself sanctify you 
completely; and may your whole spirit, soul, and body be preserved blameless 
at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

So as you can see, we are not only either spiritual OR natural. We have a spirit, 
we have a soul and we have a body – all three! And so did Adam and Eve when 
they entered the garden. Their spirits were gloriously alive with the life of God, 
who is the very source of life itself. They were at one with God, experiencing 
fellowship with Him and ruling and reigning together over the earth (Genesis 
1:26).  

Yet they still had a will and when they did not exercise their will in alignment 
with the life of God’s Spirit within them, Adam and Eve’s spirits died. That 
doesn’t mean that they didn’t have a spirit at all. It simply meant that their 
spirit was no longer connected to God, Who is the very source of life. That life 
was like a light bulb inside of them which had been burning brightly. The 
moment they died spiritually, it was as though the switch was flicked and the 
lightbulb went out. No connection. No life. 

They still had a spirit. They still had a soul. They still had a body. But their spirit 
was dead and lifeless. And mankind stayed in that condition until Jesus died to 
restore us to connection to God (and therefore life) again.  

Spirit 

We’ve already seen that the fullness of God was in Jesus, and the fullness of 
Jesus is in Holy Spirit, who comes to reside in our hearts when we accept Jesus 
as our Lord and Savior. When Jesus said that He must go so that another 
helper could come (John 16:7), the original language shows us something 
vitally important. There were two words that could have been chosen to 
describe this ‘Helper’. Either one which meant ‘A helper of a similar kind’, or 
the word which meant ‘A helper of the exact same kind.’ That is what was used 
to describe Holy Spirit by Jesus – that He was a helper of the EXACT same kind 
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as Jesus. You could say that Jesus and Holy Spirit are identical twins! So then, 
what does that mean when Holy Spirit comes to live in our hearts? 

Our spirits instantly come alive (they are reconnected with the very source of 
life) and His Spirit becomes one with our spirit and we too, become identical – 
in our spirit – to Jesus! 

The Bible clearly tells us that we are recreated in oneness with Holy Spirit. Your 
Spirit is actually His Spirit in you. 

1 John 4:13 (MSG) …He’s given us life from his life, from his very own spirit. 

1 Corinthians 6:17 (NKJV) But he who is joined to the Lord is one spirit with 
Him. 

“When we are born again, the new spirit we receive is actually the Spirit of 
Christ. It is our spirits, and it is His Spirit. They are joined together as one. 
Everything that can be said about the Spirit of Jesus is also true of our born 
again spirits.” Andrew Wommack, Author ‘Spirit, Soul & Body’ 

In other words, at the moment of your salvation, one third of your 
sanctification (1 Thessalonians 5:23) was already complete! And the other 
great news is that after this change took place in your spirit, Holy Spirit sealed 
you so that your spirit would be unable to be opened or contaminated in any 
way. Your spirit remains unchangeable – one with His Spirit within you.  

Ephesians 1:13 (NKJV) …you were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise. 

Too good to be true? Read on… it just keeps getting better! 

 

In your spirit, you are EXACTLY the same as Jesus! How does this impact you?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #1 You are Spirit, Soul & Body (2) 

The interesting thing about your spirit is that you don’t necessarily see it or 
feel it. You are to know what it looks like by revelation of the Word and faith. 
Think about it, you’ve never actually seen your own face – you’ve only ever 
seen it in a mirror, yet it is reality. The Word of God is our mirror and it tells us 
who we are in our spirit, regardless of whether or not we feel it. 

In our spirits, We are who He is. 

1 John 4:17 (AMP) …as He is, so are we in this world. 

This is such good news!!!! It means that no longer do we need to think that 
we’re waiting for something – an experience with God that may or may not 
happen, for example. We don’t have to pour things in with an underlying 
works mindset, trying to ‘grow our spirit’ or ‘build our faith’. We don’t have to 
beg God to change us. We don’t need to wait for a period of time to pass 
before we are ‘strong enough in our spirits’. We need to simply believe what is 
already in our Spirits, and walk in it. Our strength is in the Lord in us. 

We were not given a baby spirit which grows as it’s fed and as time passes. We 
were all given THE Holy Spirit – the spirit of Christ Jesus – which is powerful, 
mighty and complete! All we have to do is see what the Spirit-filled children 
around the world are doing in His Might to know that the Spirit we receive is 
complete. Consider the children of Bungoma, Kenya, who brought the 
denominational church together – a feat in itself! They saw multitudes saved 
and healed – clearing out the hospitals and one even closed down! Their entire 
community was transformed through the children and the signs and wonders 
which operated through their hands. (Described in ‘Here Comes Heaven’ by Bill 
Johnson & Mike Seth). Holy Spirit is the same Holy Spirit whether in a child or 
an adult!  

Holy Spirit is also the same whether one has been a Christian for 50 years or 5 
minutes! I recently heard a testimony about a new believer in Mt Isa that had 
only been recently saved and had never tasted religion. He saw a girl in a 
wheelchair who’d had her legs amputated. He knew no different, so he laid his 
hands on her stumps and prayed for her and they grew out! There are 
believers who have been Christians for 50 years who have not yet aligned with 
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the Spirit of God that is already within them to lay their hands on the sick and 
see them healed, but they can! Our spirits and His Spirit are the same! We 
have the very Spirit of Jesus and His spirit doesn’t need to ‘grow’! 

For example, Romans 12:3 tells us that have been given ‘THE’ measure of faith. 
What is THE measure of faith? Well Paul tells us in Galatians 2:20 that the life 
He lives He lives ‘by THE faith of the Son of God’. Could it be possible that THE 
measure of faith is Christ’s faith in our spirit because we have been made one 
with Him? And that we all have THE measure of faith because it’s HIS faith? 

This would fit with being ‘as He is, so are we in this world.’ The Word also tells 
us that He (Jesus) is our wisdom (1 Cor 1:30), we have the mind of Christ (1 Cor 
2:16), He is our life (Deut 30:20 & Col 3:3) and we could honestly go on and on. 
He is our source of joy, peace, hope – everything! We can only love people 
because we first received His love. He is in us in fullness in our spirits and we 
have complete access to all He is, all the time. 

That sounds like a glorious treasure chest to me! But what does it all mean? So 
we have all of this treasure, but how does it help us if we believe that we can’t 
experience and see it in our lives? Somehow, it has to manifest in our life and 
world. How does this happen? We find the answer in God’s design for our soul. 

 

After reading this, does the scripture in Colossians 1:26 – 27 have new meaning 
for me? Colossians 1:26 – 27 (TPT) There is a divine mystery – a secret surprise 
that has been concealed from the world for generations, but now it’s being 
revealed, unfolded and manifested for every holy believer to experience. Living 
within you is the Christ who floods you with the expectation of glory! This 
mystery of Christ, embedded within us, becomes a heavenly treasure chest of 
hope filled with the riches of glory for his people, and God wants everyone to 
know it! 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #1 You are Spirit, Soul & Body (3) 

Soul 

Our soul is made up of our Mind, Will and Emotions. It is where our personality 
is housed, which is how we can all have the exact same Spirit of Jesus living 
within us, and yet each be different. And of course, that’s exactly how God 
designed it because He didn’t want an army of robots running around, who 
couldn’t choose to love Him for themselves, or who couldn’t reflect a unique 
aspect of His glory. He is an infinitely creative God and He didn’t want 
sameness – He wanted diversity! A diversity which reflects His creativity yet 
also requires us to love and need one another in order to be complete. We are 
all one because we have the same Spirit of Christ living within us, but yet we all 
reflect different facets of His life through the uniqueness of our souls. We 
complement and complete one another and we need all of us in order to 
reveal the fullness of Christ to this world.  

As His life radiates out of our spirits like rays from sunshine, it filters first 
through our souls, and then our bodies (seen and heard by what we say and 
do). However, our souls are like a valve – they can either connect to our spirits 
or to our bodies (our flesh). God intends for us to live from out of our spirits, 
and for His life to flow from our spirits, unhindered through our soul which is in 
agreement with Him in every way, and through our bodies into this world.  

Yet what happens when our souls are not in agreement with His voice in every 
way? What happens when our valve is turned the wrong way because we are 
not aligned with our spirit, and we are stopping up the flow instead of 
releasing it? This is why we can be saved and filled with the Holy Spirit, and yet 
still look the same and experience the same problems in our personalities – 
because our spirits were immediately sanctified and transformed… yet our 
souls are BEING transformed as we exercise our will and refuse agreements 
with our flesh, satan and the world, and instead agree with Christ’s Spirit 
within us. 

Many times the Bible speaks about the heart – this is another word for the 
soul. The heart is very important and Jesus taught many times about the heart 
(see Luke 4, for example). Why? Because our heart – our soul – will either 
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connect us to or disconnect us from the fullness of the life of the Spirit within 
us – it’s up to us to decide which that will be. 

Whatever happens in your soul determines what happens in your life. 

That’s why the Bible makes the connection between our heart (our soul, which 
is our mind, will and emotions) and what we are experiencing in our lives, so 
very clear: Proverbs 4:23  

(ISV) Above everything else guard your heart, because from it flow the springs 
of life. 

(NIV) Above all else, guard your heart, for everything you do flows from it. 
 
(NLT) Guard your heart above all else, for it determines the course of your life. 

This scripture leaves us in little doubt that the most important thing we must 
do is to guard our heart and the way we do that is to continually choose to 
align what is in our heart with what is in the Spirit of Christ within us. Our 
spirits are perfect. Our souls are not, but every moment of every day we can 
choose to align our hearts with the completed and perfect work that has 
already happened within us, and we’ll walk out the life of Christ in our lives. 

“Your soul is the deciding factor. It’s in the middle of the physical and the spirit. 
It’s a tug of war. The soul decides which one wins.” Kenneth Copeland 

“Your spirit is sealed. Your heart must be guarded.” Jill Tomlinson 

 

How is Holy Spirit showing you that He wants you to guard your heart? And 
what issues of life does He desire to flow out of it?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK THREE 

Day One: #1 You are Spirit, Soul & Body (4)  
 
Within us lies a King, a Servant and a Slave. The King is the one who rules. The 
servant is the one who chooses to follow the orders of the King. And the slave 
is the one who has no choice and simply has to do what its’ told. Who will be 
King and rule in our lives? Our spirit, our soul or our body? We are the ones 
who choose.  
 
God intends that our spirit be connected in oneness with Him, and that the life 
flow that comes from His Spirit into ours, flows uninhibited through our soul 
and body, to impact the world around us. Of course, that’s His intention, but 
what is our intention? We have a spirit, a soul and a body but only one can 
wear the crown of King in our lives.  
 
Spirit  
 
If our spirit is King, we abide with Holy Spirit in the secret place of our heart. 
We receive our instructions from Him, He conceives the seeds of all that He 
wants us to do in our life, and we are fully submitted to Him – we do not 
confer with flesh and blood to make our decisions. The soul honours the spirit 
as King (ruler) and chooses to line up with what the Spirit of God within us is 
saying. That means in our soul, we bring our mind, will and emotions under the 
Lordship of Jesus. Our body then becomes simply a slave... it is nothing more 
than a follower of whatever our will (part of our soul) decides. It will do what it 
is told to do.  
 
Do we realise that we can tell our soul and our body what to do? King David 
did it regularly. He told his soul to bless the Lord, when He didn’t feel like 
blessing and praising Him (Psalm 103). He told his soul to be calmed and 
quieted within him when it he was fretting (Psalm 131). And there are 
countless other instances of his calling His soul into line.  
 
We carry the Kingdom of God within us (Luke 17:21). We have been given the 
very Spirit of Christ Jesus living within us, which is full of limitless power. Jesus 
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– who opened the eyes of the blind and raised the dead - told us that we’d do 
even greater things than Him (John 14:12). We can certainly allow our spirit to 
be King in our lives, and bring our soul and body into alignment with whatever 
the Spirit of God within us says!  
 
The beauty of the life led by the spirit is the continued abiding in the Presence 
of God – an ongoing awareness and knowledge of His life within us. We never 
have to be apart from Him when our spirit wears the crown in our life. We 
never have to be alone, or be left wondering what to do in the situations of our 
life. We also never have to be bound by any limitations in this earth realm. We 
are free to be limitless in Him. Praise Jesus!  
 

 
Does my spirit wear the crown in my life? Do I live my life abiding in His life?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________   
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Day Two: #1 You are Spirit, Soul & Body (5)  
 
Soul  
 
Of course, sometimes we don’t even realise that our soul is wearing the crown 
in our lives! When our soul is wearing the crown of King in our lives, we are 
being led by our mind, will and/or emotions.  
 
If we are led by our minds, our eyes are more on the natural realm than they 
are the spiritual – we look with our natural eyes instead of our spiritual eyes, 
and take what we see with our natural eyes as our reality. Yet the truth of our 
lives is God’s vision and promises. God speaks those things which be not as 
though they are (Rom 4:17) – UNTIL they ARE in the natural – and He desires 
for His children to do the same.  
 
If we are led by our soul, we will tend to intellectualise everything and believe 
that we have to understand and analyse everything clearly before we can 
believe it. We’ll attempt to grasp things with our natural minds that can only 
be received by the grace of the Spirit of God within us. And when He whispers 
to our hearts to do something, we’ll rationalise it and not do it or do it 
differently to how He’s said because we don’t think it’s logical. Sometimes we 
can miss His leading in a nanosecond because our minds immediately justify 
something else – and we may not have even realised we’ve done it!  
 
I can’t tell you how many instances I’ve had where the voice of Holy Spirit has 
told me to do something and I’ve instantly justified it with my logic and not 
done what He has said... and the results have never been good. In fact, it’s 
usually after the poor results arise that I would go back and ask Him about why 
it happened and He’d remind me of the moment in time in which my logic 
stole His gifts of protection, provision or peace from me. Like the time when I 
was helping to pack my groceries in the bag at the checkout and I felt not to 
put the huge bottle of olive oil in the same bag as the tin of food, but in the 
same moment I justified that it wasn’t too heavy and it would be fine. No 
surprises that when I was getting the groceries out of the car, the bottle of 
olive oil broke through the bag, smashed on the cement floor and ruined my 
leather shoes. Or I could think of last week when I was working on updating 
family photos and videos and was prompted by Holy Spirit a number of times 
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to back them up to my external hard drive. I was busy, didn’t get to it and 
justified to myself that I’d get it all backed up and finished first thing the next 
morning – only to find that overnight my hard drive died.  
 
We probably all can remember instances in our lives like this and the fact of 
each of those moments is that we gave our crown over from our spirit to our 
soul, usually in a split second. Has Holy Spirit ever asked you to pray for 
someone to be healed and you immediately justified a reason why you weren’t 
qualified to do it and disobeyed Him? Regrettably, I have done this. On the 
other hand, has He ever told you to speak to someone about Jesus, and you 
didn’t allow the justifications of your mind to stop you and it bore great fruit?  
 
Thankfully, I allowed my spirit to be King when God told me to speak to my 
grandmother about Jesus the night before she underwent heart valve 
replacement surgery. I was scared and my mind came up with many excuses, 
but I did it. She died not many days after, but I know she accepted Jesus.  
 
Letting the Spirit rule is always the best outcome.  
 
If we live led by our mind, we’ll also tend to externalise everything. Instead of 
living from the heart, we’ll live by rules and regulations, convincing ourselves 
that as long as we DO everything right, we’ll BE right. That’s a life of bondage!  
It’s interesting that Holy Spirit has brought the gift of tongues to us. The most 
incredible facet of tongues, outside of the intimacy we can experience with our 
God, is that it is designed to totally bypass our intellect so that we can 
communicate with God in our hearts. God knew that our intellect would try to 
steal the crown from our spirits and so He provided a solution that would 
teach us to listen directly to our hearts and lay our minds down.  
 
God doesn’t want us to have an identity in anything other than Him. If we are 
ruled by our minds, we will find that we have an identity in our knowledge, and 
we will defer to this and find strength in it. The truth is that knowledge without 
the power and wisdom of the Holy Spirit to understand and walk in it, is 
absolutely useless and all it does it cause us to be puffed up in pride (1 Cor 
8:1). God never intended for our minds to reign as King in our lives. But the 
good news is that we can de-throne our minds any time we choose to.  
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Has my mind been taking the crown that should be my spirit’s? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________  

 
Are there instances in my life when I allowed my intellect to justify my not 
following a prompting from my spirit? What were the results?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________  

 
Are there instances in my life when I did NOT allow my intellect to justify my 
not following a prompting from my spirit and instead I carried it out? What 
happened?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________  
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Day Three: #1 You are Spirit, Soul & Body (6)  
 
If we are led by our emotions, we’ll justify that we can’t walk in love because of 
how someone else has made us feel. We’ll lay down our hope and every 
promise God has spoken to us because we feel depressed. We’ll allow a myriad 
of emotions to lead us places the Spirit of God is not leading us, and by doing 
so, we’ll separate ourselves from His abiding Presence.  
 
Our emotions seem powerful because they are often so strong and appear so 
real, but they can often just be a lie, used against us to convince us that what 
God has spoken is not true.  
 
It’s amazing that when we feel an emotion, there is always a moment in which 
we can decide whether we are going to submit to the Spirit of God within us, 
or if we’re going to submit to the emotion. Often the intensity of the emotion 
is so strong that we don’t believe we have any other option. Yet we do.  
 
We can choose, in that deciding moment, to say, “No, I refuse hopelessness in 
Jesus name. I declare that I’m bubbling over with hope and every promise God 
has ever spoken to me is coming to fruition in Jesus name.” Or, “No, I refuse 
offense in Jesus name. I choose to forgive and walk in love.” In other words, 
following the Biblical mandate to put off the old man (or in other words, the 
lie) and put on the new man (which is the truth) in the name of Jesus.  
 
Ephesians 4:22 – 24 (NLT) throw off your old sinful nature and your former way 
of life, which is corrupted by lust and deception. Instead, let the Spirit renew 
your thoughts and attitudes. Put on your new nature, created to be like God – 
truly righteous and holy. (See also Col 3:9 – 10)  
 
It’s amazing how if we can just make the choice and declare it by getting the 
words out of our mouth, emotions can often quickly come into line. It’s not 
always easy (actually it seldom is), but it is possible. If we feel emotions and we 
can’t reign them in, our soul is wearing the crown.  
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When emotions are King in our lives, we bow to them every time they scream. 
And before too long, we not only find ourselves experiencing the emotion (and 
more and more frequently), but we also start to see ourselves as DEFINED by 
the emotion. If we see part of our identity as ‘Depressed’, ‘Angry’, ‘Frustrated’ 
etc..., we know that emotions have taken over rulership of our lives. This was 
certainly the case for me some time ago, after a number of years of suffering  
with depression and not knowing the truths that I know now about how to 
‘escape’ it. I saw myself as depressed – it had completely become my identity. 
Yet Jesus had delivered me from depression and had given me His joy, but 
because my emotions were ruling me, I couldn’t walk in it.  

If Jesus was not defined by an emotion, then we – who carry His Spirit within 
us – are certainly not defined by it. Often when we experience negative 
emotions, we justify this by saying ‘It’s just who I am’, or ‘I just have a bad 
temper’. But it’s not true. Your true identity – Christ in you – doesn’t have a 
bad temper. When we see ourselves as trapped by our emotions, we have to 
know that we are not helpless. All that’s happening is our flesh is taking over 
from our spirit, but there’s power in our spirit man to rise up and say “No 
more!” After all, we are the King’s kids!  

It can be difficult to walk out. If we can’t feel emotions and immediately reign 
them in or send them away, we need to acknowledge that our emotions are 
ruling us and ask Holy Spirit for His strategy on how to break this cycle that is 
inevitably taking us away from the life Christ died for us to live.  
 

 
Have I allowed myself to be defined by my emotions? If so, which ones?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #1 You are Spirit, Soul & Body (7)  
 
If your will is King, you will find it very difficult to submit to the leading of Holy 
Spirit in your life. He will direct you to do something, but you will find yourself 
wanting to do something else more.  

This is an issue of Lordship or submission – are we completely submitted to the 
Lordship of Jesus over our lives? Are WE living our lives or are we allowing 
Christ to live through us (Gal 2:20)?  

If we find it difficult to trust God’s will, we may be struggling with a foundation 
that essentially has never truly and individually received the endless love of 
God for us, or we may not know the true nature of God. After all, if we think 
God is a legalistic and angry God, watching from heaven and waiting for us to 
fail so that He can judge us, we’re going to have a very hard time trusting that 
His will for us is good and therefore submitting to it above how we feel, think 
or desire. Yet if we know that God is endlessly loving, adores and accepts us as 
we are, sees us not after our flesh but after the spirit in the righteousness of 
Christ Jesus, and that His wrath was ended at the cross and there is now 
absolute peace between God and man, we’ll have no difficulty submitting our 
will to His. We’ll know that He spoke the truth when He said:  

Jeremiah 29:11 (NKJV) For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, says 
the Lord, thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give you a future and a hope.  
If you feel that you cannot trust fully in the unreserved goodness and love of 
the Lord towards you today and can’t yet fully submit your will to Him, you’ll 
find these resources very helpful to you in re-establishing your foundations in 
the truth of God’s love and grace:  

Chosen, Wanted & Loved. One Heart devotional (1st retreat), available to 
download for free in PDF at www.oneheart.net.au under ‘Resources’.  

Discover True Love. Book by Arthur Meintjes. Available at 
www.kingdomlifeministry.com  

Resources by Andrew Wommack in book, CD or DVD. Available at 
www.awmaust.net.au  
Especially The True Nature of God and The War is Over.  
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And sometimes, we know God is good but we may take advantage of His 
goodness by following our desires to places He doesn’t want us to go, even 
justifying to ourselves that He will forgive us after we go there. It is our own 
desires that are luring us away from Christ and the only way that it is possible 
for us to do that, is for us to believe in our hearts that the desire we seek to be 
fulfilled is better than what Christ offers us. The only person who could 
possibly think that is one who has never experienced the Presence of God! No 
desire fulfilled even comes close to the joy that is found in Him! We must also 
know that we don’t ‘give up’ anything to come into His Kingdom. We GET 
EVERYTHING! What a lie from the pit of hell that we are being short-changed 
when we submit to the Lordship of Jesus Christ!  

We may also find ourselves impatient and not trusting God to come through 
for us – feeling a sense of lack in our lives and thinking that somehow we need 
to fulfil that lack by our own means. The only way around this is to become 
established in our hearts of His love and His faithfulness towards us. Even 
when circumstances look contrary to what He has promised, we can make a 
choice and simply say: I’m just going to believe Him!  

If we’ll choose Jesus at every turn, and if we’ll delight in His love and sacrifice 
for us, we’ll soon find it a joy to submit ourselves completely to Him and align 
our will with His. Then our will can never wear the crown again, and it will be 
given back to its rightful owner – our spirit.  

 

Am I fully submitted to the Lordship of Jesus in my life? Is His will my will?  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

If not, how has Holy Spirit shown me that I have not submitted and why? What 
strategy is He sharing with me for how to restore this foundation in my life?  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #1 You are Spirit, Soul & Body (8)  

Body  

And then there’s our body. It has been designed by God to be a follower, but 
sometimes it just wants to be the leader.  

When our body is King, it dictates to us what it will and won’t do. It tells us 
what it wants and when it wants it. Is it any wonder that God told His people to 
fast! The purpose of fasting is never to force anything from God. He’s already 
given us all things through Christ Jesus. The purpose of fasting is to exercise 
our will to make the spirit King, and train ourselves to obey the leading of the 
Spirit and ignore the demands of the flesh, so that we will know how to live life 
with our reality being the spiritual realm and not the natural realm.  

The body likes to make itself King. Think about it - when you take food away, 
the flesh will most certainly scream! When the body has to deny itself 
something it desires in order to fulfil the will of the Lord, it will cry like a 
weaned child. When the flesh doesn’t get its way, it’s basically a spoilt brat!  
Unfortunately, despite the fact that within us lies the gift of self control, many 
times our bodies are the ones leading us in what to do, when to do it, where to 
go, what to eat and how much of it to eat (and when we notice that our jeans 
are getting a bit tight, we know that we were listening to our bodies, and not 
to the spirit of God within us who was saying ‘that’s enough’, or ‘I have created 
things for you to eat that will nurture you – choose them’). If we allow our 
bodies to lead us, we’ll find ourselves in a myriad of places that we wish we’d 
never gone, and our lives will be dictated to us by the flesh.  

There’s only one solution to all of this – we must be led by the spirit:  
Galatians 5:16 (AMP) I say then: Walk in the Spirit, and you shall not fulfil the 
lust of the flesh.  

Let the Spirit be King  

So who is going to wear the crown in your life? If you’ve been living with your 
spirit or your body at the helm, how is it now possible for your spirit to be 
King?  

There is only one way for your spirit to be King. You must choose.  
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Joshua 24:15 (AMP) ...choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve...  

1 Kings 18:21 (AMP) How long will you halt and limp between two opinions? If 
the Lord is God, follow Him!  

Deuteronomy 30:19 (AMP) ...I have set before you life and death, the blessings 
and the curses; therefore choose life, that you and your descendants may live.  

The life is in His Spirit within us. We cannot be forced into any outcome by our 
flesh, or by our sin. As we’re about to discover next week (in the 2nd way your 
identity was changed because of the finished work of the cross), we are 
completely dead to sin. You were crucified with Christ.  

We cannot be forced by our soul – Jesus has paid the price for us to be free, 
even from our own emotions, intellect and will.  

Galatians 5:1 (TPT) Let me be clear, the Anointed One has set us free. Not 
partially, but completely and wonderfully free! We must always cherish this 
truth and stubbornly refuse to go back into the bondage of our past.  

It’s time to get the crown back, and get out of bondage! Place it back on the 
head of your spirit if it’s been misplaced, and watch the power of the life of 
Christ flow through you to change your life and the world around you!  

 
What is Holy Spirit speaking to me through this message?  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK FOUR 

Day One: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (1) 

It’s amazing how many times we read scriptures in the Bible and before we 
realise we’ve done it, we’re attempting to interpret them according to the 
understanding of our mind (which is, of course, what we looked at last week – 
that’s letting the mind wear the crown of our lives)! However, God asks us to 
come to the place where we can choose to simply believe Him, regardless of 
whether or not we ‘have it all worked out’ in our minds. In fact, if we actually 
think we have it all worked out, it’s probably not God! 

One of the truths that He asks us to accept – as wild and wonderful and 
incredible as it sounds and whether or not we can rationalise it with our minds 
- is that WE were crucified WITH Christ! 

Galatians 2:20 (KJV) I am crucified with Christ; nevertheless I live; yet not I, but 
Christ liveth in me... 

According to the Word of God, our crucifixion with Christ is a completed fact! 
We are one with Him and we were therefore crucified with Him! There is no 
separating Jesus from us or us from Him – NOTHING can separate us from He 
Who IS Love (Rom 8:38 – 39)! When He went to the cross, spiritually speaking, 
WE went to the cross! 

When Jesus was crucified, He died. Physically and spiritually, He died – He 
experienced separation from God and the death that was due to the entire 
human race. On one hand, a dark, dark moment. And on the other hand, a 
most glorious moment! Because in Jesus dying for us, and therefore our own 
crucifixion… 

He made us dead to the things He also had died to. 

The fact of the matter is that if Christ is dead to something, He has now made 
us dead to it, too. It may still look and sound alive to us, but if it’s dead to 
Christ, it’s dead to us! This is truly exciting – let’s read on and find out what we 
died to on the cross, and how this changes our identity.  
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Make this confession out loud: “I am crucified with Christ.” What am I feeling 
in my heart, with regard to this truth?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Two: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (2) 

We died with Christ to many things that no longer have the right to lead us or 
rear their ugly heads against us. But of course, if we do not know what we have 
died to, we won’t know what we no longer have to accept or be moved by. If 
satan can get us to believe that these dead things are still alive, he knows he 
can beat us. Deception is all he has, but he can no longer use it against us when 
we are wise to his lying schemes. So here’s the truth: 

We are Dead to our Old Identity 

By acknowledging OUR crucifixion with Christ, we begin to see that we are 
inseparable from Him! Not by anything we have done, but by His grace with 
which He loves us! There was no way for us NOT to be crucified with Him, 
because we have ever become part of Jesus heart! He carries us with Him 
wherever He goes, and we went with Him to the cross! He was on that cross, 
quite literally, as OUR replacement. He was OUR exchange. He took OUR place 
– as us! He died – AS US! And of all that Christ accomplished in this, the most 
incredible and overriding aspect of it all is that He took our place...so that He 
could give us His! He actually took our very identity... and gave us HIS identity 
in exchange. 

Galatians 2:20 (TPT) My old identity has been crucified with Messiah and no 
longer lives; for the nails of his cross crucified me with him…  

Galatians 5:24 (TPT) Keep in mind that we who belong to Jesus, the Anointed 
One, have already experienced crucifixion. For everything connected with our 
self-life was put to death on the cross and crucified with Messiah. 

This means that we are now totally dead to our old identity. We don’t have to 
see ourselves as separate from Him – we can choose to see ourselves as one 
with Him and His righteousness. We never have to walk into (or through) any 
situation alone, again!   

We don’t have to look at ourselves the way we used to – we can see ourselves 
the way He sees us! Our old identity no longer has any power to lead us 
around anymore. We no longer need to act out of the negative way in which 
we view ourselves – as flawed and sinful. But we can instead act out of the 
overflow of seeing ourselves as He does - righteous, holy and loved. 
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No longer do we need to be defined by our actions, but instead we are defined 
by the Spirit of God who lives within us and the truth of who He is in us! Praise 
Jesus, this is now how we are to derive our sense of identity! 

He actually tells us to put OFF our old identity and put ON our new identity: 

Ephesians 4:22 – 24 (NKJV) …put off, concerning your former conduct, the old 
man which grows corrupt according to the deceitful lusts, and…put on the new 
man which was created according to God, in true righteousness and holiness. 

You were redeemed from your old man and you are now dead to its identity. 
Even if you see something which resembles the old man, you can choose to 
say, “No, I put off the old man. I’m dead to my old identity and alive to my new 
identity – Christ in me.” Don’t be moved by any ‘evidence’ that tells you who 
you’re not. You’re in Him! 

 

What does it mean to my life that I am actually dead to my old identity? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (3) 

So we have been crucified to our old identity through Christ dying for us on the 
cross. But that’s not where the significance to our identity ends. 

We are Dead to Sin 

 Please Read Romans 6:1 – 14. 

If you’ve read these verses, you should be celebrating! This is incredible news! 
Looking at some of the profound scriptures individually, we can see that sin is 
no longer an issue in our lives – unless we allow satan to convince us that it is! 
We are dead to sin! 
 

Romans 6:6 - 7 (NKJV) ...knowing this, that our old man was crucified with Him, 
that the body of sin might be done away with, that we should no longer be 
slaves of sin. For he who has died has been freed from sin.  

There can only be sin where there is law. God knew that in order to do away 
with sin, He had to do away with law and that is exactly what He did when 
Jesus was on the cross. He nailed the sin to the cross with Jesus, that the body 
of sin would be done away with once and for all. We have died (with Christ) 
and we have therefore been freed from sin once and for all. We are completely 
dead to sin! 

This means that we don’t have to sin! Remembering that sin means ‘miss the 
mark’, this makes it an even more thrilling concept! Sin is not specified, ‘law-
breaking’ acts. Sin is falling short of the best that God intended. So now that 
we have been freed from sin, no longer do we have to fall short in any area of 
life.  

Romans 6:2 (NKJV) ...How shall we who died to sin live any longer in it? 

Good question! It’s one thing to know this wonderful piece of truth, but it’s 
only liberty to us when we know how to walk in it! We may well BE free from 
sin, but how, in our everyday reality, do we walk this out? We find the answer 
in verse 11: 
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Romans 6:11 (ESV) So you also must consider yourselves dead to sin and alive 
to God in Christ Jesus. 

In short – you choose to believe that it’s true! You CONSIDER yourself dead to 
sin… regardless of whether or not sin LOOKS alive. You consider yourself dead 
to it, alive to God and incapable of sin because you are absolutely dead to it! 
The most powerful confession you can ever utter when temptation knocks on 
your door is, “I’m dead to that!” If you consider yourself as dead to it, you 
won’t be moved by it. But while you still consider the temptation to have 
power over you, you’ll act on it! 

The good news is that satan can’t make you do ANYTHING! You might think 
that He can because it’s felt like He could do it in the past, but it was a lie then 
and it’s a lie now! Satan cannot make you do anything! You are dead to sin and 
therefore dead to every temptation he could ever throw at you. If you will 
simply consider it so, you’ll never need to walk continually defeated by sin 
again! 

 

Consider a situation or a temptation that in the past has continually kept you 
bound to sin. Now close your eyes, relax, breathe deeply and focus on seeing 
the truth in your heart that you are dead to this sin. 

 See yourself nailed to the cross with Jesus (or in His heart, however this 
looks for you), and see the reality of being dead to what Jesus is dead to. 

 Now imagine yourself encountering this situation and instead of yielding 
to sin, considering yourself to be dead to sin and see yourself walking 
through this situation in victory.  

Ask yourself: How does this affect my heart and my sense of who I am? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (4) 

Judgment is the number one enemy of our identity and self worth. It’s a 
continual invitation by satan to believe what He says about us instead of what 
God says about us! 

When we receive the judgments of others about who we are – and that may 
even include our own judgments about ourselves – we no longer can consider 
possibilities contrary to these judgments. Talk about limiting our lives! 

Life can often feel like a continual barrage of judgment on all sides, when other 
people – even, and sometimes especially those we love most and who should 
know us best – assault our hearts with their opinions about us. And somehow, 
when we’re pursuing and following God passionately, the judgments seem to 
come faster and thicker – more often than not (sadly) from fellow believers!  

For example, insecure people (those whose security is in anything other than 
Christ) may intentionally use judgment against others who are seeking God 
passionately, to justify their own spiritual condition. After all, human nature 
says ‘we can only feel right about ourselves if we prove ourselves right, and 
that means we have to prove those who are different to us wrong’ (and 
conversely the one who is pursuing God may also pass judgment on those who 
do not appear to be  pursuing God as passionately). We’ve probably all – 
knowingly or unknowingly – been on one or both sides of this story before, and 
it never ends well. The sad part is that the church can never be one while we 
still hold judgments about ourselves and about others (1 Corinthians 1:10). 
Judgments create division. Even God refuses to judge us after He put all of His 
judgments onto Jesus on the cross, and then relegated His right of judgment to 
His Son (Acts 10:42; 1 Peter 4:5). And what did Jesus say? That if we have 
accepted Him, we’re righteous in Him! He was dead to judgment, and so we 
also died to judgment, on the cross with Him. We are completely free from it! 

We are Dead to Judgment 

Colossians 2:14 (TPT) And through the divine authority of his cross, he 
cancelled out every legal violation we had on our record and the old arrest 
warrant that stood to indict us. He erased it all – our sins, our stained soul, and 
our shameful failure to keep his laws – he deleted it all and they cannot be 
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retrieved! Everything we once were in Adam has been placed onto his cross and 
nailed permanently there as a public display of cancellation. 

This scripture makes it abundantly clear – the FULL price was paid for our sins 
on the cross. As far as God is concerned, there is nothing more to accuse us. 
And this does not apply only to those who have received Jesus, but to 
everyone in the entire world – even unbelievers! 

1 John 2:2 (KJV) And he is the propitiation for our sins: and not for ours only, 
but also for the sins of the whole world. 

Jesus paid for sins past, present and future, for every single person that was in 
the world or would ever be born in the entire world! There is no judgment 
from God for us (though of course there is a coming day of judgment, but in 
reality we’ve chosen our own judgment on this day, by whether or not we have 
received Christ).  If there is no judgment for us from God, there ought to be no 
judgment for us from people – especially when God has told us so specifically 
to never judge one another (Luke 6:37; Matt 7:1; John 8:14 – 15). 

 

How have the judgments of others affected my life? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

How have my own judgments affected my life? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (5) 

Let’s look at what Paul had to say about this – a man who had certainly 
experienced more than his fair share of judgment, yet remained dead to it. Not 
only did He refuse to receive judgment from others, but he also refused to 
judge others, or judge himself.  

1 Corinthians 4:3 - 5 (ESV) But with me it is a very small thing that I should be 
judged by you or by any human court. In fact, I do not even judge myself. For I 
am not aware of anything against myself, but I am not thereby acquitted. It is 
the Lord who judges me. Therefore do not pronounce judgment before the 
time, before the Lord comes, who will bring to light the things now hidden in 
darkness and will disclose the purposes of the heart. Then each one will receive 
his commendation from God. 

In other words, the judgments of men meant nothing to Paul. He was so in 
alignment with God’s judgment towards him (as righteous in Christ Jesus), that 
you notice he could even truthfully say ‘I am not aware of anything against 
myself’… even though He’d been a persecutor and possibly a murderer before 
coming to Christ. Here was a man to whom being crucified on the cross with 
Christ Jesus was a reality. He was obviously dead to his old identity, He was not 
moved by sin, and judgment meant absolutely nothing to him! 

If we look at the account of the cross, we see that in exactly the same way 
Jesus took sin and sickness so we didn’t have to, He also took judgment. We 
can see the price He paid clearly in passages such as: 

John 19:13 (NLT) …Pilate brought Jesus out to them again. Then Pilate sat 
down on the judgment seat on the platform… 

Here, a man sits down on an actual seat of judgment to judge Jesus – the Son 
of Man. He of course, knew not who Jesus was or what He was called to do 
(John 8:14), yet Pilate made judgment on Jesus. The innocent one was 
sentenced to the death of a guilty one. 

Mark 15:16 – 18 (NASB) The soldiers took Him away into the palace (that is, 
the Praetorium), and they called together the whole Roman cohort. They 
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dressed Him up in purple, and after twisting a crown of thorns, they put it on 
Him; and they began to acclaim Him, "Hail, King of the Jews!"… 

See this scene in your heart…the mockery of it as the mightiest King ever to 
exist in the entire universe is ridiculed and scorned, His identity the object of 
jest and contempt. His identity as our King was judged to be a lie, yet it was the 
truth. Doesn’t that also tell us that who God calls us is truth, even if those 
around us cannot see it and make cruel judgments completely to the contrary? 

And this is only a couple of moments out of the events leading up to and 
including Christ’s crucifixion. Repeatedly Christ received judgment for us and 
when He died on the cross He died to it once and for all, so that we could also 
die to it. Judgment should never, ever move us! How is that possible? We 
simply do what Jesus did when He was taking the judgment for us.  

Acts 8:32 (NKJV) …He opened not His mouth. 

Jesus understood the spiritual significance of receiving judgments and He 
therefore refused all judgments that were issued against Him by not defending 
Himself. He knew this: 

If we defend ourselves we make our accuser our judge. 

Just think about it – that means we are making someone other than our 
righteous and merciful God, our judge! This is indeed, a serious issue. 

We must also learn to ‘open not our mouths’ - to refuse to respond to the 
judgments issued against us. Although we now know that spiritually speaking, 
we were made dead to judgment when we were crucified with Christ Jesus, 
how do we know when experientially we’ve chosen to believe this and we are 
truly dead to judgment? The answer is simply: When judgment cannot move us 
- when we are no longer drawn into defending ourselves.  

Every judgment is designed as a lure and a trap to get us to appoint someone 
else to be our judge. But the Bible tells us that God alone is our judge and also 
that He is our vindicator and defender. In fact, He tells us to simply love those 
who judge us and allow Him to take care of the rest (Prov 25:22; Rom 12:20 – 
21). Do we trust Him to do this? Do we trust Him to be our righteous judge and 
defender? Will we be moved more by His opinion of us than the opinions of 
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others? God says ‘stay still and don’t open your mouth’, but our flesh says 
‘Defend! Defend!’  

There is an excellent line in the movie, Princess Protection Program, which 
reaffirms this truth. A princess who has been forced to live in hiding as a typical 
American teenage girl, is bullied by girls who are jealous of her. They set her up  
with a job at a yoghurt parlour where she is told nothing about how to do it, is 
confused by the machinery and the jealous girls also cause a few ‘malfunctions’ 
to happen on purpose. They message their friends to come and watch the 
disaster unfold. The poor princess is flustered, there is mess and yoghurt on 
the floor everywhere, and she ends up slipping and falling into the mess, to the 
laughter of the crowd of onlookers who have by now gathered. The princess’ 
friend comes in to get her and says that the others are laughing because they 
are making a fool out of her. What is especially powerful is the line that the 
princess makes at this point. She says: 

“I am not a fool and they cannot make something of me that I am not.” She 
holds her head high and she walks out past the crowd, covered in yoghurt, but 
knowing she is royalty. The jeering onlookers are quickly silenced and shamed. 

My sisters, if we would but believe what Jesus has said about who we are, we 
would never defend ourselves again, because… 

Others cannot make us be, by their judgments, what in Christ we are not. 

 

I will consider a judgment that has been made against me and then declare the 
truth: “I am not a _________ and they cannot make something of me that I am 
not.” I will hold my head high and refuse to consider anything other than my 
declaration: “I am dead to judgment.” How does this make me feel? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK FIVE 

Day One: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (6) 

Over the last week, we’ve looked at the exciting truths that we are crucified 
with Christ and that means we are dead to our old identity, we are dead to sin 
and we are dead to judgment. But that’s not where the good news stops! We 
are also dead to the natural realm. 

We are Dead to the Natural Realm 

Galatians 6:14 (TPT) My only boast is in the crucifixion of the Lord Jesus, our 
Messiah. In him I have been crucified to this natural realm; and the natural 
realm is dead to me and no longer dominates my life. 

What this means is that we no longer have to be dominated by our five senses! 
We are free from having to respond to what we see, hear, touch, feel and 
smell. We do not have to be moved by it and we do not have to consider it the 
final evidence for our lives! The only boast that we have is in the reality of 
Christ living within us. In fact, when we walk in the reality of our crucifixion 
with Christ, we can come to the place where we can look sickness, lack and 
even death in the face, and yet know that we know that we know that it is not 
our reality but in fact, the promises of God are our reality.  

After all, is this not how Jesus operated? If He was moved by what He saw with 
His natural eyes more than what He saw in His spiritual eyes, how could He 
ever have looked at a funeral procession and commanded the young man to 
arise (Luke 7:11 – 15)? Or how could He have looked at the weeping people 
around the tomb of Lazarus, and commanded him to come forth (John 11:32 – 
44)? Or told the invalid to walk if He was dominated by the fact that he’d been 
lying on his mat for 38 years (John 5:1 – 9)? Or commanded the demon out of 
the boy if He was shaken by the boy’s epileptic fits (Matt 17:14 – 20)? 

Yet He gives us the same commission to drive out demons and lay hands on 
the sick and they will recover (Mark 16:17 – 18). He also said that we will do 
the works that He did and even greater things than He did (John 14:12), so we 
can know that He fully expects that we will raise the dead also. 
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The only way it is possible for us is the way it was possible for Jesus. He was 
dead to the natural realm and alive to the spiritual realm. Or in other words: 

He was dead to the evidence satan continually put BEFORE Him, and was 
alive to the reality that God continually placed WITHIN Him! 

The great news is that we too can live this way – totally dead to the natural 
realm and therefore unmoved by it in any way! We can live in the reality of the 
Word of God, the prophetic promises that have been spoken over us, and the 
secret whispers from Holy Spirit’s heart to ours, and continue to agree and 
decree this as our reality, even when everything around us appears in the 
natural to be the opposite! Sickness, lack, relational difficulties, children who 
have walked away from God – all are simply ‘evidence’ of natural facts, but are 
by no means spiritual reality. 

If it’s not what God sees from the heavenly places, it’s not our truth. 

 

 

Ask the Lord: “What do you see about me and my life, when you look from the 
heavenly places? I want to see what you see.” Close your eyes and trust Him to 
show you.  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Two: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (7) 

We can learn so much about how God wants us to function by receiving His 
evidence as truth, from Ezekiel (Ezekiel 37). When he looked over the valley of 
dry bones, all he could see were disconnected, dry and lifeless bones.  

Ezekiel 37:1 – 2 (AMP) He…set me down in the midst of the valley; and it was 
full of bones. And He caused me to pass round about among them, and behold, 
there were very many [human bones] in the open valley or plain, and behold, 
they were very dry. 

When God asked him if the bones could live, Ezekiel had the wisdom not to 
speak what he saw, but instead asked God what HE saw.  

Ezekiel 37:3 (AMP) And He said to me, Son of man, can these bones live? And I 
answered, O Lord God, You know! 

God told Ezekiel what the spiritual reality of the situation was, and He told him 
to prophesy that the bones would live. 

Ezekiel 37:4 – 6 (AMP) Again He said to me, Prophesy to these bones and say 
to them, O you dry bones, hear the word of the Lord. Thus says the Lord God to 
these bones: Behold, I will cause breath and spirit to enter you, and you shall 
live; And I will lay sinews upon you and bring up flesh upon you and cover you 
with skin, and I will put breath and spirit in you, and you [dry bones] shall live; 
and you shall know, understand, and realize that I am the Lord… 

Yet when God spoke this to Ezekiel, the bones were still dry and lifeless! 
Absolutely nothing had changed in what Ezekiel could see with his natural 
eyes… but EVERYTHING had changed in what he could see with his spiritual 
eyes. 

Just like Ezekiel did in the valley of dry bones, we can see with our natural eyes 
nothing but disconnected, dry and lifeless bones but we have to realise that 
the situations of our life are simply ‘dead bones’ that we have been called to 
prophesy into life. But we can’t do that, while we’re focused on the dead 
bones and make them our final evidence. We must be dead to the dead bones, 
and alive to the voice of God and when we see and hear His reality and make it 
our own, we’ll see the bones come back to life and arise in the natural! What 
happened when Ezekiel did this? 
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Ezekiel 37:7 (AMP) So I prophesied as I was commanded; and as I prophesied, 
there was a [thundering] noise and behold, a shaking and trembling and a 
rattling, and the bones came together, bone to its bone. 

We are called to live by faith. We don’t have to receive ANY evidence through 
our natural eyes. We simply choose to see and hear with our spiritual eyes and 
ears, and live by the faith that Jesus has planted within us. It’s not that we 
can’t acknowledge what’s going on in the natural realm. We accept that these 
are natural facts. But we also accept a higher reality in the promises of God 
and we focus on that. If we focus on what is happening in the natural realm as 
though it is the evidence of whether or not we’ve received the promises of 
God, it will look like it’s evidence but in reality it’s simply distraction and 
deception which aims to keep us from declaring the truth. We don’t need to 
take our evidence from the world anymore. We can walk by faith and 
become… 

UNSHAKEABLE, IMMOVABLE & UNOFFENDABLE 

Anything whatsoever in the natural realm that does not line up with the 
promises and purposes of God, we have now died to. They cannot move us, 
they cannot shake us, and they cannot offend us – unless we let them, by 
choosing to see ourselves as separate from Jesus and forget that we’ve already 
died to these things! 

 

Are there some dead bones in my life that I have been looking at?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

What are the promises of God that He wants me to declare over these bones? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (8) 

It’s so exciting to realise what our crucifixion with Christ has purchased for us! 
However, we have to be sure that we are not confusing this message with a 
works mentality that tells us that WE have to crucify our flesh. The 
predominant messages coming out of the church for many generations have 
told us that we have a sinful flesh and that it is up to us to crucify and deaden 
it, and usually the prescribed action is to deny ourselves anything we would 
consider to be a pleasure, delight or desire. However, this is simply an 
interpretation that has been made through the mindset of law and religion.  

Any time we rely on what we think we have to do instead of what CHRIST 
HAS ALREADY DONE, we’re functioning by works, not grace. 

In fact, as with any of the promises of God and realities of the Kingdom of God, 
all we ever have to do is ‘consider it so’ (Rom 6:11).  

If we think that we are responsible for crucifying our flesh, we essentially are 
saying that our flesh has not already been crucified. And as we’ve just seen 
over the past couple of weeks, the Scriptures clearly tell us that our flesh HAS 
already been crucified. It’s a past tense, done deal – accomplished by Jesus 
(not us!) on the cross. And considering that Jesus was the lamb that was slain 
before the foundation of the world (Rev 13:8), that means WE have been 
crucified since the foundation of the world. Our flesh is well and truly dead! 

When we believe that we still need to crucify our flesh, we’re saying that Jesus 
has not already accomplished this. Either we think that it was never Jesus’ 
responsibility to crucify our flesh and that it’s what we’re called to do, or we 
somehow think that we have to ‘add’ something to what Jesus has already 
done. What a slight on His sacrifice! That is tantamount to saying that what He 
began in the spirit, we have to finish in the flesh: 

Galatians 3:3 (NLT) How foolish can you be? After starting your Christian lives 
in the Spirit, why are you now trying to become perfect by your own human 
effort? 

Certainly, if the grace of God can’t accomplish something, our effort sure won’t 
do it! But if we’ll receive the grace of God that comes to us through our 
crucifixion with Christ as an already accomplished reality, we will receive the 
fact that our flesh HAS been crucified with Christ Jesus and we won’t need to 
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waste another second trying to deaden ourselves. I would ask you: How can 
you make something which is dead, any more dead than dead? It’s like taking 
an axe to a corpse. The end result will be messier, but it won’t change the 
bottom line. Dead is dead! 

If we don’t think our old man is dead, we’ll try to fix him up! We’ll find 
ourselves digging around in the old man, endlessly trying to make 
improvements, trying to revive him. When we refuse to accept that our old 
identity is completely dead, we’ll be there trying to give him mouth to mouth 
resuscitation. But the power of Jesus is not going to flow through us to 
resurrect someone who Jesus’ blood was shed to crucify. We must simply 
accept that the old man is dead and bury him and leave him there for good! If 
we don’t, what will happen? We will find ourselves continually looking at what 
is ‘wrong’ with us… instead of looking at what is right with Jesus!  

 

Have I ever found myself doing these things: Thinking that I’m responsible for 
crucifying my own flesh?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Thinking I have to add something to Jesus’ sacrifice?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Trying to fix myself up?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #2 You Were Crucified with Christ (9) 

So God set it up that Jesus would be responsible for crucifying our flesh. Why? 
Because He knew that if we had the responsibility of crucifying our own flesh, 
a) we’d never be able to do it; and b) we’d spend all of our time focusing on 
what is ‘wrong’ with us, instead of what is right with Jesus. And has humble as 
it might sound to ‘keep an eye’ on our shortcomings, it’s actually an extremely 
dangerous activity. 

Any time we look at our sin, we are keeping our eyes on ourselves and in our 
hearts we are seeing ourselves as separate to Jesus, because of course He is 
free from sin. And we always become what we behold! If we continue to 
behold what is essentially our old man and try to force him to change, we are 
actually taking ourselves out from under grace, and putting ourselves under 
law. 

1 Corinthians 15:56 (KJV) …the strength of sin is the law. 

The Bible says that what STRENGTHENS sin in our life is the law. So if we’re 
continually doing an assessment of where we’re going wrong, we’re looking at 
that (instead of keeping our eyes on our true strength, which is Jesus), and sin 
just becomes stronger and bigger in our lives. Whatever we focus on consumes 
us. 

On the other hand, if we’ll do it the way God says to and consider the old man 
as dead and our new man alive in Christ Jesus, and just keep our eyes 
continually on Jesus, what will happen? 

2 Corinthians 3:18 (NKJV) But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a 
mirror the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image from 
glory to glory, just as by the Spirit of the Lord. 

We will automatically walk in the glory of His image! We will be transformed 
and it will be not because of anything we have done, but because we kept our 
eyes on what He has already done for us! 

The only thing we’ve ever been asked to do is to put off the old man and put 
on the new (resurrected) man (more on that tomorrow) by considering it so. 
That’s it! That’s our full and total responsibility in this situation! And then we 
simply trust that Jesus who started this work in us, will finish it. 
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Philippians 1:6 (NLT) And I am certain that God, who began the good work 
within you, will continue his work until it is finally finished on the day when 
Christ Jesus returns. 

Do you notice that it says this work is HIS work? It’s not ours! Our work is, 
‘Consider it so’.  

You are already crucified. You don’t have to kill your flesh. You simply align 
with what Jesus has already done and when your flesh rises up, you simply 
remind it, “No, I’m dead to that.” And go on about your life with your eyes 
focused on Jesus, walking in the power and the fullness of the resurrection life 
that Jesus died to give you. What a way to live! 

 

My tendency in life has been to: 

 Behold my sins and where I’ve fallen short, in an effort to live holy. 
OR 

 Behold my Jesus, trust in my righteousness in Him, and allow Him to 
transform me. 

Which is true of me and why have I approached it in this manner? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #3 You Were Resurrected with Christ (1) 

So we’ve been looking at the ten ways in which our identity was changed by 
Jesus’ complete work on the cross. The first is that ‘We are Spirit, Soul and 
Body’, and the second is that ‘We have been crucified with Christ.’ Praise God, 
where there was death has given way to glorious life and just as we have been 
crucified with Christ, we have also been resurrected with Him! 

Colossians 3:1 - 2 (TPT) Christ’s resurrection from the dead is your resurrection 
too… 

Ephesians 2:4 - 5 (NLT) But God is so rich in mercy and He loved us so much 
that even though we were dead because of our sins, He gave us life when He 
raised us from the dead… 

Wow, we’ve heard so many scriptures about how God raised Jesus from the 
dead, but here’s one that talks about when He raised US from the dead! We 
have already gone from death to life! His resurrection is His victory and His 
victory is our victory, too! Not only are we dead to the things He died to, but 
we’re also alive to everything Jesus is alive to – alive to God, alive to Holy 
Spirit, alive to victory, alive to healing, alive to abundance, alive to wisdom, 
and the list could go endlessly on. 

The life comes with the resurrection and as we come to a realization and 
acceptance of our resurrection, we will live as the resurrected ones. The truly 
alive ones! 

This understanding has been relatively missing from the church. Think back 
over your time as a Christian and ask yourself how many times you would have 
heard references to us being crucified in proportion to the times that you have 
heard about us being resurrected? If your experience has been anything like 
mine, virtually every reference to being crucified has been about our need to 
crucify our own flesh (which as we’ve seen is not what the Bible says… it says 
we’ve already been crucified and all we have to do is consider it so). We have 
virtually heard nothing about the fact that we were also resurrected with Him! 
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Yet His true, real life comes to us through His resurrection. Consider what Jesus 
says in John 5 about the two resurrections that will happen for God’s people. 
The second is described as the resurrection from the dead when Jesus comes 
again. However, the first is described to happen before then. It says: 

John 5:25 - 26 (TPT) I speak to you eternal truth: Soon the dead will hear the 
voice for the Son of God, and those who listen will arise with Life! For the 
Father has given the Son the power to impart life, even as the Father imparts 
life. 

Just as the sins have been paid for the entire world but not all will accept it, 
resurrection life has been provided for the entire world but not all will walk in 
it. Or, as many Christians do, they will walk in a minute proportion of the 
resurrection life of Christ by claiming their ‘ticket to heaven’, yet continuing to 
walk as an ‘un-resurrected one’ on this earth! We weren’t told only to consider 
ourselves as dead to sin, but also as alive to God (Rom 6:11).  

We will walk in the fullness of the life of Christ within us, only when we both 
die AND live! 

 

Do I see myself as a crucified one? Why or why not?   

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Do I see myself as a resurrected one? Why or why not?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK SIX 

Day One: #3 You Were Resurrected With Christ (2)  

Last week, we started looking at what the Bible says about our crucifixion and 
resurrection with Christ. I believe the Lord really wants us to walk deeply in the 
reality of this resurrection, for the power of it extends far beyond simply the 
‘ticket to heaven’ we’ve been told it’s all about. Our resurrection with Christ 
Jesus gives us the power to live through His life, right now, here on this earth! 

Holy Spirit awakened me to the importance of living as not only crucified but 
resurrected ones, through a song and a prophetic word. 

I had written a letter inspired by Holy Spirit to Jesus’ beautiful bride – the 
daughters of the Most High King. As I was flowing with the Holy Spirit and the 
words of the letter came out, it said of the Lord, I saw your face when I was on 
the cross. And certainly He did. It was for the joy that was set before Him that 
Jesus endured the cross (Heb 12:2). WE were that joy! 

However, about a year later, I was listening to Steffany Gretzinger’s song, Out 
of Hiding, and one sentence just jumped out of that song and hit me between 
the eyes. It said, “You were the one that I was thinking of when I rose from the 
grave.” 

Wow! This was just as important to Jesus, and possibly even more so! Yes, we 
were the joy that caused Jesus to endure the cross, but I believe what He was 
joyful about was not simply saving us from our sin and the grave, it was also 
the joy of releasing us into the fullness of His life and watching us live like Him 
on this earth as well as throughout eternity. His joy was in our victory! His joy 
was in us living His life! He rose, His heart filled with excitement at the 
possibilities of the potential that was about to be released inside of us and how 
it would impact the world! He knew what the plan was, and our joint 
resurrection was as much a part of it as our joint crucifixion with Him was. 

As a body, we are starting to receive and believe this. And as we do, we will 
arise as the mighty army that Jesus could see when He felt that joy.  
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As for the prophetic word that I encountered, it affirmed what Holy Spirit had 
been awakening in me. In a beautiful and profound word over Australia given 
by Maria Mason, she states that: 

 “The army of the crucified and resurrected ones is on the rise.”  

(see http://partnersinprayer.org.au/prophetic-word-for-australia26-jan-2014).  

Notice the wording – the crucified AND resurrected ones! This is Jesus’ true 
army. This army is not an army of only crucified believers, for the crucified 
ones know that without His life, they can do nothing! They may be dead to sin, 
judgment and the natural realm, but they are not alive to all that He is alive to! 
It is only when we consider that we are alive to His victory, His Kingdom, and 
His strength that we can walk in it. In essence, it is coming alive to His life in us. 

This is the army which will take this nation for Jesus – the crucified AND 
resurrected ones, who know who they are, and Whose they are!  

 

Do you know who you are? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you know Whose you are? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Are you living as a resurrected one?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

http://partnersinprayer.org.au/prophetic-word-for-australia26-jan-2014
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Day Two: #3 You Were Resurrected with Christ (3) 

His Victory: The Resurrected Ones are Victorious 

The cross and the resurrection are the great exchange – His life for ours; our 
lives for His. He took our place but He also put us in HIS place! That means that 
through His victory, WE are now victorious and can live as the victorious ones 
every single day! 

His victory over satan is your victory over satan. 

We have to realise that satan is a completely defeated foe! He has been 
stripped of all of his power and has been both paraded and humiliated by 
Jesus.   

Colossians 2:15 (TPT) Then Jesus made a public spectacle of all the powers and 
principalities of darkness, stripping away from them every weapon and all their 
spiritual authority and power to accuse us. And by the power of the cross, Jesus 
led them around as prisoners in a procession of triumph. He was not their 
prisoner; they were his! 

Just imagine the scene. This is very much like what conquering armies used to 
do in this day. When they had defeated their enemies and captured their King, 
they would strip him and parade him down the streets of their cities, in order 
to let the people know that they no longer had to be afraid and that their 
enemies were defeated! Often, they would also cut off the King’s big toes and 
thumbs, which meant that he could never again wield a weapon or run in a 
battle against them. He was completely stripped of all authority, dignity, power 
and ability.  

So when it says that Jesus made a public spectacle not only of satan but also of 
ALL the powers and principalities of darkness, and He led them around as His 
prisoners just to show that they had been defeated, it was so that we would no 
longer be afraid.  

You are one with Him in this victory! 

Just think about it… if we were crucified with Christ and we were resurrected 
with Him and we can never be separated from Him, in fact He also gave us the 
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privilege to be in Him as He led these captives around in a parade of 
humiliation for them and conquering victory for us. They were – and are – our 
prisoners today! They have already been led around as prisoners by us and 
they know that they are defeated.  

They are still stripped of every weapon and all spiritual authority and they no 
longer have any power to accuse us. However, if we do not know that they no 
longer have any power to accuse us, we will be captured by their accusations. 
After all, this is the only thing satan has left. He is a deceiver, a liar and the 
father of lies. When he speaks lies to us and we agree with those lies, he can 
actually use our own power and authority against us. But if we refuse to come 
into agreement with his whispers of lies, He has absolutely no power over us! 

The only weapon that satan has is deception. 

The resurrected ones are not moved by satan’s lies – about God or about them 
or their circumstances! They live fully in His resurrection life, knowing that God 
is greater within them than anything the world can throw at them. 

1 John 4:4 (NKJV) You are of God, little children, and have overcome them, 
because He who is in you is greater than he who is in the world.  

You are not trying to overcome – you have already overcome every principality 
and power of darkness, through the life of Christ that flows throw you. Now 
live like a resurrected one! 

 

Re-read Colossians 2:15 and then close your eyes. Ask Holy Spirit to show you 
what this scene was really like. See yourself there, one with Jesus as He (and 
you) leads satan and the defeated principalities and powers of darkness  
around as His prisoner. How do you now feel about the truth of 1 John 4:4?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #3 You Were Resurrected with Christ (4) 

His Kingdom: The Resurrected Ones Live in the Kingdom of God 

So the truth is simply that satan can’t touch you any more unless you agree 
with him. You’re not even in his domain anymore! Yet another aspect of your 
resurrection with Christ Jesus is that spiritually speaking, you left the kingdom 
of this world, and entered the Kingdom of God. 

Colossians 1:13 (TPT) He has rescued us completely from the tyrannical rule of 
darkness and has translated us into the kingdom realm of his beloved Son. 

Satan has no access whatsoever to the Kingdom of God and He cannot touch 
you there unless you open the door to him.  

The Kingdom of God is God’s way of doing and being. It is His systems and His 
ways, and His laws, which transcend anything in the world’s kingdom. The 
Kingdom of God is infinitely more powerful than the Kingdom of this world and 
we have the privilege of living there, if we will consider it so. 

We must believe that when we were crucified, we were taken out of the 
world’s dominion. This is the dominion of law, external measurement, the sin 
and flesh. Then when we were resurrected, we were placed into the Kingdom 
of God. This is the dominion of love, peace and joy - the internal fruitfulness, 
which is the heart. In God’s kingdom, everything proceeds from the heart and 
it is from the heart that we actually change the reality that is around us and 
enforce Christ’s victory on this earth.  

There was absolutely no mention of the Kingdom of God until the New 
Covenant. It is never mentioned on this earth during the Old Testament, quite 
simply because it did not exist on this earth.  

Because man could only think from the perspective of external actions, force, 
control and measurement, it is no surprise that those who were expecting 
Jesus also expected Him to bring a physical Kingdom, lead a mighty army and 
actually restore the land and nation of Israel. And because He didn’t come 
according to their definition of the Kingdom, they totally missed who He was 
and what He had come for! 
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Jesus actually brought the Kingdom of God, which is the Kingdom of the heart. 
It is only mentioned in the New Testament because it was only once Jesus had 
paved the way for Holy Spirit to live in the hearts of mankind, that our hearts 
could be renewed and we would be able to live in the reality of this internal – 
yet triumphant – kingdom. 

 

 

Have I tended to view life and myself as living from the perspective of the 
Kingdom of God or the Kingdom of the world? Why? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #3 You Were Resurrected with Christ (5) 

So we know that the Kingdom of God is a completely different Kingdom to the 
Kingdom of this world. The world’s Kingdom is entirely external – what we can 
see with our physical eyes or hear with our physical ears. But the Kingdom of 
God is entirely internal – what we can see and hear with our spiritual eyes and 
ears. Still, for many people it’s a totally new concept and a new way of 
thinking. The Bible tells us a little more about the Kingdom of God, which will 
aid our understanding. But as usual, don’t try to grasp this with your intellect. 
Allow the grace of this revelation to bypass your mind and ignite truth in your 
heart and you will become awakened to it. 

Luke 17:20 – 21 (NKJV) Now when He was asked by the Pharisees when the 
kingdom of God would come, He answered them and said, “The kingdom of 
God does not come with observation; nor will they say, ‘See here!’ or ‘See 
there! For indeed, the kingdom of God is within you. 

If you’re looking for an answer to “where” the Kingdom of God is, it’s found 
within each and every one of us, in our hearts. When Holy Spirit comes to live 
in our hearts, He brings the fullness of Jesus and the Kingdom of God. 
However, most of the time when we hear the word ‘Kingdom’, we have a 
definition that has been influenced by the world’s definition of this word, and 
it mostly conveys conquest, force, might and power – external strength. Well 
the Kingdom of God certainly is powerful, yet in the Kingdom, power is 
measured by truth, and God knows where true power comes from. 

Romans 14:17 (NKJV) …for the kingdom of God is not eating and drinking, but 
righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit.   

In other words, it’s not an external kingdom. We don’t see it with our physical 
eyes and ears. But when we are walking in righteousness (understanding of our 
identity), peace and joy in the Holy Spirit, we can know that we are walking in 
the invisible Kingdom of God, which makes the will of God manifest in the 
earthly realm. Everything proceeds from the heart. That is why Proverbs says 
to diligently protect our hearts because out of them flow the issues (which 
essentially means ‘boundaries’) of life. When we walk in the Kingdom of God- 
in righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit – the fruit of God’s spirit 
effortlessly flows through our lives and changes the world around us. And 
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satan cannot access this Kingdom in any way. If we will just consider it so and 
choose to stay there, we will walk out the victory that Jesus has paid for us to 
have. 

Consider what happens when we minister healing to people. Healing is the 
fruit of the Kingdom of God and the Kingdom of God is within us.  

Luke 10:9 (NLT) Heal the sick who are there and tell them, 'The kingdom of God 
has come near to you.' 

That’s why when we walk around in our everyday lives and minister to others 
within the spheres of influence we have been given, we can say that the 
kingdom of God has come near them, because we carry around this kingdom 
inside of us! When we take it into the dark and difficult places, we bring the 
resurrection life of Jesus with us, and expand the borders of His Kingdom 
around us. 

 

Close your eyes and consider the Kingdom of God being within you and where 
you carry the Kingdom and to whom you bring it near to in your everyday life. 
How does this change how you see yourself, your life and your work? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #3 You Were Resurrected with Christ (6) 

His Strength: The Resurrected Ones Live From His Strength 

One of the many wonders that come to our lives through being resurrected 
with Him, is that we get to live in and from His strength. After all… 

Galatians 2:20 (NKJV) … it is no longer I who live, but Christ lives in me. 

God knows that we cannot in our own human strength, live a holy life and do 
all that He has called us to do. So He empowers us through grace with His 
strength to live from the realm where we can do all things through Christ Who 
strengthens us (Phil 4:13). 

1 Corinthians 15:10 (NIV) But by the grace of God I am what I am, and his 
grace to me was not without effect. No, I worked harder than all of them--yet 
not I, but the grace of God that was with me. 

What a way to live! When we’re not actually doing the work, but we’re yielding 
to the life of Christ within us, and His grace actually works through us to 
accomplish all that He has asked us to do. We never have to operate in our 
own human strength… we get to live through His supernatural strength. 

Ephesians 5:10 (TPT) Now finally, my beloved ones, be supernaturally infused 
with strength through your life-union with the Lord Jesus. Stand victorious with 
the force of his explosive power flower in and through you. 

This is the very strength that chose to die for us despite everything in the flesh 
screaming “No!” This is the strength that endured on the cross, though Jesus 
knew that at any moment He could snap His fingers and be removed from this 
torture. This is the strength that actually found and could focus on joy in the 
midst of the cross! This is the strength that bears all things, loves all things and 
believes all things. The strength that never, ever gives up! 

It’s this very strength that we have the privilege as resurrected ones, to live 
from and through. His strength coursing through our body, through our words 
and our lives, to make us able to overcome every challenge that we encounter.  
There is only one pre-requisite: That we live abiding in Him and His 
resurrection. We must consider it so, and walk as though it is true. All our 
fleshly attempts are left behind as we share the union of one life with Him. 
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2 Timothy 2:1 (TPT) …live your life empowered by God’s free-flowing grace, 
which is your true strength, found in the anointing of Jesus and your union with 
him! 

Colossians 2:7 (TPT) Your spiritual roots go deeply into his life as you are 
continually infused with strength, encouraged in every way. For you are 
established in the faith you have absorbed and enriched by your devotion to 
him! 

When you live as a resurrected one, you never have to be weary again. His 
strength is now your strength and you can go beyond what you previously 
thought were your limitations. Of course that doesn’t mean God doesn’t value 
rest, because He does. It also doesn’t mean you just run faster and faster 
because you’re in Him. It simply means He has given you the grace to go 
beyond and nothing that He can accomplish in His strength is out of your 
reach. In His strength, all things are possible, and believing it is the way you 
receive it. You are resurrected with Him! 

 

As I consider what God’s strength through Christ has accomplished, and I 
realise His strength is in me as part of the resurrection life I’m privileged to 
enjoy, how does that make me feel about the things that I am facing or that I 
am called to do in my life?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK SEVEN 

Day One: #3 You Were Resurrected With Christ (7)  

Baptised into His Resurrection Life 

The fact that we are crucified and resurrected with Christ Jesus is such an 
important point that He wanted us to identify with it in a very memorable and 
symbolic way. Baptism is intended to be our picture of oneness with Christ 
Jesus as He was crucified and resurrected. 

Colossians 2:12 (TPT) For we’ve been buried with him, immersed into his death. 
Our “baptism into death” also means we were raised with him when we 
believed in God’s resurrection power, the power that raised him from death’s 
realm. This “realm of death’ describes our former state, for we were held in 
sin’s grasp. But now, we’ve been resurrected out of that “realm of death” never 
to return, for we are forever alive and forgiven of all our sins! 

Colossians 2:12 (AMP) …you were buried with Him in [your] baptism, in which 
you were also raised with Him [to a new life] through [your] faith… 

Wow, what a powerful truth! When we enter into the waters of baptism, we 
are identifying with His crucifixion and when we come out of the waters, we 
are identifying with His resurrection. Yet sadly, baptism has been completely 
stripped of its meaning! It’s amazing how we can reduce something so 
powerful down to something that is good, yet nothing like what God intended 
it to be - and not even realise that we’re doing it!  

For most people, baptism has been taught as simply a symbol of our faith in 
Christ Jesus… like a sign where we say to the world that we believe in Jesus and 
that we are dedicating our lives to Him. That was me when at 17 years of age, I 
got baptised ‘as a declaration of my faith in Jesus’. Of course, this is a good 
thing, and we certainly should publically declare our faith in Jesus. However, 
when we let the meaning stop there, we miss out on something incredible that 
Jesus wanted us to experience through our baptism – our oneness with Christ 
in His crucifixion and resurrection and consequently our affirmation of the 
death of our old identity and the life of our new identity, which is Christ IN us! 
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The true purpose of baptism is all about changing our sense of identity 
completely to ‘In Christ’. 

And I don’t mean this watered down, ‘who we are in Christ Jesus’ Christian 
speak that we’ve more than likely been hearing and speaking for as long as we 
can remember, which is so blasé about the depths of what this statement 
means. If we are truly ‘In Christ’, then we see ourselves no other way! We are 
not in and of ourselves, and our identity is not in anything or anyone else. 
Everything about our identity has changed once and for all and it is no longer 
us who lives but Christ who lives in us! We are a completely new creation – 
that’s what ‘Who we are in Christ Jesus’ means, and what baptism is about.  

2 Corinthians 5:27 (ESV) Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. 
The old has passed away; behold, the new has come. 

We need to remember that when we’re saved, it’s not just ‘me with a fresh 
start’. We’re a completely new person. The old life is gone, and a new life has 
begun (2 Cor 5:17). Our sins and our old man were wiped away at the point of 
the cross. We now live a totally new life, in a totally new identity. 

When I realised this, I knew I had stripped the meaning from my baptism as a 
teenager… and that it was time to be baptised into my new identity in Christ 
Jesus. Praise God, what a day that was on the 18th of January 2015 when, at 37 
years old (20 years after the first time), I did it again and affirmed the truth 
that my old man was dead and my new man was alive in Christ Jesus and I 
would live from that point on out of my new man – Christ in me, the hope of 
glory (Col 1:27). 

 

(If you have been baptised previously) What did my baptism mean to me? Did I 
step out of the water with a new identity? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Two: #4 You Are Seated With Christ (1) 

Of course, just when we think it can’t get any better, the Gospel (which literally 
means ‘Good News’) reveals to us the next awesome revelation about how our 
identity was changed on the cross. And that is the truth that we have not only 
been crucified with Christ Jesus and resurrected with Christ Jesus, but that we 
were also translated with Christ Jesus and we are now seated in heavenly 
places with Him!  

Ephesians 2:6 (NLT) For he raised us from the dead along with Christ and 
seated us with Him in the heavenly realms because we are united with Christ 
Jesus. 

Wow! Can you fathom it and what this reality means to our lives?!?! This is 
where things get very literal and we have to watch that we are not offended by 
the glory that Jesus offers us. 

He took our place, and then we took His. 

Our place was on the cross. His place is on the throne, seated in heavenly 
places. “Do you mean to say that I have the same place with God as Jesus 
does?!?!?!” Well, He says in Ephesians 2:6 (which we’ve just looked at) that we 
are seated in heavenly places WITH Him. Hebrews 12:2 tells us that Jesus sat 
down at the right hand of the Father. And in Revelation 3:32, Jesus promises us 
that “Those who are victorious will sit with me on my throne, just as I was 
victorious and sat with my Father on his throne.” I think Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit are trying to get a message of oneness through to us! Jesus sat down 
with His Father on his throne because He was one with His Father. Yet we are 
also seated with Jesus on His throne because we are one with Him. The honour 
of it all is beyond our wildest imaginations!  

It sounds absurd, prideful and ridiculous all at the same time! If we have any 
insecurity in us whatsoever, it will rise up at the notion that we could be 
honoured in such a way. That we would be seated with Christ Jesus (on His 
throne) in the heavenly places. That He would give us HIS place!  

Yet where else could we be? We’re united with Him! And John 17:23 not only 
affirms this oneness (Christ in God; us in Christ), but also amazes us by saying 
that God loves us as much as He loves Jesus! 
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John 17:23 (NLT) I am in them and you are in me… that the world will know 
that…you love them as much as you love me.  

In God’s eyes, there is no distinction between Christ and us. In fact, He no 
longer sees us as anything other than ‘In Christ’. Therefore, why would He 
dispute our being seated with Christ on His throne, on the right hand side of 
God, who is seated on His throne? It defies all logic, yet the Bible makes it 
clear: 

You are seated in the heavenly places with Christ Jesus. It’s your reality if you 
will believe it. 

 

Do I feel disbelieving or offended at the honour Jesus has given me through 
allowing me to be seated with Him in heavenly places? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #4 You Are Seated With Christ (2) 

Jesus is Seated 

If Jesus is seated, that means we are seated, too! When He was on the cross, 
just before He died, Jesus uttered these words: 

John 19:30 (NLT) When Jesus had tasted it, he said, "It is finished!" Then he 
bowed his head and released his spirit. 

Jesus is seated in heavenly places BECAUSE “It is finished!” His work on the 
cross, and His subsequent resurrection, was a completed work. He made every 
provision possible for His people. He abolished the law and brought forth 
grace. He restored our identities, and then He sent His Holy Spirit to bring the 
fullness of the life of Christ to every single one of us who would believe.  

He doesn’t have to run around, making things happen. He’s simply interceding 
for us, that we will believe. We are not waiting for Jesus to move. We don’t 
even need an experience. Neither do we need to be overwhelmed, stressed 
out, frantic or use force to receive what Jesus has provided for us in the 
Kingdom. We simply need to believe. That means that both he, and us, can 
remain seated and operate from the place of rest. 

When He Himself rested, He purchased rest for us.  

It’s our reality right now… if we will choose to believe that we are, in fact, 
seated in heavenly places with Christ Jesus. 

Hebrews 4:3 (AMP) For we who have believed…do enter that rest, in 
accordance with His declaration that those [who did not believe] should not 
enter… this He said although [His] works had been completed and prepared 
[and waiting for all who would believe] from the foundation of the world. 

And what does that rest look like? 

Hebrews 4:10 - 11 (AMP) For he who has once entered [God’s] rest also has 
ceased from the [weariness and pain] of human labors, just as God rested from 
those labors… Let us therefore be zealous and exert ourselves and strive 
diligently to enter that rest [of God, to know and experience it for ourselves], 
that no one may fall or perish by the same kind of unbelief and disobedience 
[into which those in the wilderness fell]. 
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Notice that it says the true rest of God is entered ONCE. When was that?  

When Christ sat down, we sat down.  

All that is missing from this being an experiential reality in our lives is for us to 
believe… if we don’t see ourselves as seated with Christ in heavenly places as 
our reality, we won’t experience it. This doesn’t mean we aren’t to work, but it 
means we no longer have to strive and exert ourselves through zealous force 
and painful toil. The only striving we are to do is to enter into His rest, through 
faith. 

In Genesis 2:2, God ended His work and rested. He is seated on His throne 
(Psalm 47:8; Rev 7:15). Jesus then endured the shame of the cross and 
afterwards He also sat down, at the right hand of the throne of God (Heb 12:2).  

The invitation is now given to us. Our spirit is at rest. It’s already seated. But 
will we allow our soul and our body to sit down, too? Will we choose to align 
ourselves with this truth and begin to live from a place of rest? Will we refuse 
to leave this place of rest to wrestle again with our own works, human force, 
overwhelm, stress and toil? 

Rest. This is what Jesus purchased for us. Aren’t you relieved, honoured, 
thrilled and amazed, all at the same time! 

 

Have I ever truly entered into His rest?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Do I see myself seated in heavenly places with Christ Jesus?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #4 You Are Seated With Christ (3) 

Rest is one of the privileges of being seated in heavenly places with Christ 
Jesus. Perspective is the other. 

The Perspective of Heaven 

Don’t you think that the view from heaven is different to what we see when 
we look around us? Talk about freeing ourselves from our limited perspectives! 
Not only is it seeing the bigger picture of what’s going on in this world from the 
perspective of heaven, but it’s also seeing it through the eyes of Jesus – the 
Victorious One… the Overcomer… and the one with whom you are now forever 
united!  

We never have to view any situation in life, as though we are by ourselves! The 
Christ within us is always with us in everything, and He has already overcome 
everything the world could ever throw at us! In fact, He’d done it even before 
the foundation of the world (Heb 4:3)! 

This is not a fictitious dream or a vague hope. Spiritually speaking, we are 
actually seated in heavenly places with Christ Jesus. We are looking down on 
the world, sitting with the One Who has conquered absolutely everything 
facing us on this earth, and nothing can separate us from Him. This is how we 
can live dead to the natural realm and instead of looking at the situations that 
face us from an earthly perspective, see everything from a heavenly one. 

Colossians 3:1 – 2 (TPT) This is why we are to yearn for all that is above, for 
that’s where Christ sits enthroned at the place of all power, honor, and 
authority! Yes, feast on all the treasures of the heavenly realm and fill your 
thoughts with heavenly realities, and not with the distractions of the natural 
realm. 

Do you know what God, Who is never influenced at all by the natural realm, 
does while He is seated in heaven? He looks at those who have chosen to be 
His enemies on the earth, making schemes against Him and His Anointing – 
and He laughs! Yep! Right now, He’s up there, laughing at man’s attempts to 
destroy or stop His Kingdom on this earth. He knows Who has already won! 
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Psalm 2:4 (AMP) He Who sits in the heavens laughs; the Lord has them in 
derision… 

So when people are full of strife and accusation towards us, we can see from 
God’s perspective and remember that we’re not fighting with flesh and blood 
but that their behavior is motivated by spiritual forces that our Jesus has 
already defeated for us. And we can laugh.  

When we are faced with situations of lack so dire we don’t know how on earth 
we can pay the next bill, we can see from God’s perspective and realise that 
His riches are endless and no amount of lack can ever consume them. And we 
can laugh! 

If we have a dream burning in our heart that is so big we can’t even fathom 
what the next step will be, we can see ourselves taking it with Jesus, who has 
all the backing and resources and wisdom of heaven, and suddenly what 
seemed to be impossible starts to look inevitable. And we can laugh! 

If we have a giant in our life that appears stubborn and unwilling to move no 
matter what we do, we can look at the giant in comparison to God and 
suddenly he looks so puny. And once again, we can keep laughing!  

God never intended us to be crushed by fear, overwhelm of disbelief. Jesus 
went to the most profound lengths possible to bring us into this seated 
oneness with Him. We can look at what’s around us and cry…. Or we can look 
through the eyes of our seated King and we can laugh. The choice is ours. 

 

When I think about some of the challenging situations in my life, how 
differently do they look when I consider them instead from the perspective of 
heaven? When I close my eyes and see myself there, what does it look like?   

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #5 You Are One With Christ (1) 

So if being seated in heavenly places with Christ Jesus wasn’t already exciting 
enough, we now get to look at how we have been made one with Him – and if 
ever anything changed our identity through what Christ accomplished for us on 
the cross, this was it! 

1 Corinthians 6:17 is the most incredible scripture in the Bible I think – totally 
unbelievable, yet utterly true! I discovered this scripture and could scarcely 
take in what I was reading: 

1 Corinthians 6:17 (AMP) But the person who is united to the Lord becomes 
one spirit with Him.  

I thought I had to be misunderstanding what it was saying. It wasn’t really 
saying that my spirit became one with the Lord’s Spirit when I accepted Him? 
Was it?!?! 

And thus began a journey to find out what the Bible said about being one spirit 
with Jesus (who is one with God and Holy Spirit). And what I discovered is that 
this truth can be found absolutely everywhere! Old Testament, New 
Testament… the reality of oneness with Christ cannot be argued. Once you 
open your heart to it, you will see it everywhere you look. We were created to 
be one with Christ and one with each other.  

John 14:20 (AMP) …I am in My Father, and you [are] in Me, and I [am] in you.  

This scripture sums it up concisely. The fullness of God lives in Jesus (Col 2:9) 
and Jesus is in God (Col 3:3). Equally as true, is the fact that you are in Christ, 
and He is in you. Just as there is no separating God from Jesus or Jesus from 
God, there is no separating us from Jesus or Jesus from us.  

Therefore, if we want to understand our oneness with Christ, we have to look 
at what the Bible says about it from both perspectives: 

 Who we are in Christ Jesus. 

 Who Jesus is in us. 

And what we’re about to find is that both aspects of this incredible truth are 
equally awesome!  
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How does 1 Corinthians 6:17 make me feel? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Do I truly believe that I am one Spirit with Christ Jesus? Why or why not? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK EIGHT 

Day One: #5 You Are One With Christ (2)  

There’s no point trying to intellectually understand the fact that we are one 
with Christ. Our minds will never really get around it. We simply receive it by 
faith through His grace, refusing to put limitations on God or what we will 
believe to be possible. 

If we allow ourselves to become offended by the glorious truth that He is 
trying to reveal in us, we will not only limit Him, but we will also limit the work 
that He wants to accomplish on this earth, because He does it through us. The 
challenge is that every time He reveals something about our identity, we tend 
to view ourselves as separate from Him and therefore we can’t accept that 
anything glorious He says could possibly be true of us. Yet if we will keep the 
truth in mind and view our spirits as being absolutely one with Him and our 
identity being who He is in us, then we can receive the limitless and amazing 
revelations that He shares with us about who we actually became when we 
received Him into our lives. And yes, that can only be possible because we are 
one with Him. 

When we’ve made statements in our Christian life about “Who He is in us, or 
“Who we are in Christ,” we may not have realised the magnitude of what we 
were actually saying. Or that actually these are not just two different ways to 
say the same thing but rather are two different sides of the same coin. Both of 
these aspects of our oneness with Christ are true and are incredibly exciting!  

There’s a scripture in Song of Songs which gives a good glimpse into what 
those two aspects are, and the distinctions between each, even though they 
both lead to the truth that we are one with Christ. 

The Shulamite Bride represents us, and the Bridegroom-King represents Jesus. 
The Shulamite has just been looking for her Bridegroom-King outside of herself 
when she suddenly realizes that she no longer sees herself as separate from 
Him. In fact, she realizes that He is dwelling within her, in the secret place of 
her heart. And look at what she says: 
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Song of Songs 6:3 (TPT) He is within me – I am His garden of delight. I have 
Him fully and now He fully has me! 

Wow, what does it mean to fully have Christ? And for Him to fully have us? 
This is what we’re about to look at it, though I suspect that as everything to do 
with our magnificent Jesus goes, we’ll spend the rest of our lives trying to 
plumb the depths of it and still not come close to seeing the full picture. But 
hey, let’s start where we are and trust Him to continue revealing truth to us. 

 

What does it mean to you to ‘fully have Jesus’ (who Christ is in you) and for 
Him to ‘fully have you’ (who you are in Christ)? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Please note: A great foundation to the concept of oneness with Christ Jesus 
can also be found in the devotionals for the One Heart message (preached at 
the 2014 One Heart Women’s Retreat). These devotionals are available online 
as PDF devotionals at: www.oneheart.net.au/2014-devotionals-his-heart/ 

 

  

http://www.oneheart.net.au/2014-devotionals-his-heart/
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Day Two: #5 You Are One With Christ (3)  

Who Christ is in us 

“I have Him fully.” 

Galatians 2:20 (TPT) …And now the essence of this new life is no longer mine, 
for the Anointed One lives his life through me – we live in union as one! My new 
life is empowered by the faith of the Son of God who loves me so much that he 
gave himself for me, and dispenses his life into mine! 

Wow! The Victorious One who has never failed at anything He has ever put His 
hand to, now lives through me! Do I believe this to be a literal fact, which has 
forever altered my identity? Absolutely! I believe He is literally in those of us 
who believe right now, through Holy Spirit coming to living in our hearts when 
we accepted Jesus. Holy Spirit didn’t just bring a little piece of Jesus to live in 
our hearts – He brought all of Him!   

What we may not have realised is that He actually brought our life with Him, 
too! Because after all, before Jesus came to live in our hearts, we may have 
been walking and talking, but spiritually speaking we were dead because it’s 
God Himself Who IS life. In fact in Genesis, the word translated ‘death’ actually 
means ‘separation’ or ‘disconnection’.  Adam and Eve died when their spirits 
were separated from God – from their life source - so when our spirits are 
connected with God through Christ Jesus, we come alive.   

John 14:19 (AMP) …because I live, you will live also. 

1 John 4:13 (MSG) …He’s given us life from his life, from his very own spirit. 

The Bible actually says in Colossians 3:3 that our real life is hidden with Christ. 
So when Jesus comes to live in us, we actually get to start living the life that He 
created us to live! 

And the coolest part about that is that we actually get to live it through the 
fullness of His life ‘dispensed into mine’. Imagine a tap which has been turned 
on and the water can flow freely. This is a picture of the life of Christ flowing 
through us and unless we turn the tap off (which we can choose to, but why 
would we want to?), we get to not only come alive, but also live our lives 
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through the powerful, unwavering, victorious life of Christ that is within us!  
When we have Him fully, how can we ever fail? No one can limit who He is in 
us, except ourselves. His spirit is completely one with our spirit, and it’s up to 
us to allow this powerful life to flow through our soul and our body to the 
world around us. This must have been what the Bridegroom-King 
(representative of Jesus) was seeing when He said of His Shulamite Bride: 

Song of Songs 7:2 (TPT) Out of your innermost being is flowing the fullness of 

My Spirit – never failing to satisfy. 

Song of Songs 5:1 (TPT) My life within her, will now become your feast. 

This is what His life in us is intended to do – satisfy the world around us by 
bringing solutions to problems and answers to needs that only His love, His life 
and His wisdom can solve. The world is longing for our innermost beings to 
flow with the fullness of His Spirit. When we carry Him completely within us 
(Song of Songs 8:2), the world is nurtured and blessed. 

Do you realise that this means that whatever is true of Jesus is true of you 
(your spirit) right now? After all, the Bible tells us: 

1 John 4:17 (KJV) …as he is, so are we in this world. 

We are the ones who carry Him within us to a hurting world. So whatever He 
is, that’s who we are. The world can’t look directly at Jesus any more. They can 
only look at us – but when we carry Him fully within us, they won’t even know 
the difference! 

 

The Anointed One lives His life through me. Ponder on that truth for a moment. 
What does this mean to your life? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________  
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Day Three: #5 You Are One With Christ (4)  

Who We are in Christ 

“And now He fully has me.” 

Of course, we are not ‘in Christ’ unless we choose to be. Our oneness with Him 
is only possible in reality when we choose Jesus as our Lord and Savior. It’s at 
that point our spirit is changed, and we become one with His Spirit. For Him to 
fully have us, we must be fully submitted to Him in every way… we must be 
willing to allow the life of Christ to flow from our spirit and through our soul 
(mind, will and emotions) and our body. We are only truly ‘in Christ’… He only 
ever ‘fully has me’… when we’ve given our whole spirit, soul and body to His 
leadership.  When we do that, we know He can direct us anywhere and we’ll 
go. He can ask us to do anything, and we’ll do it, because we love Him so 
much. This way, we get to be His body on this earth. We get to see His miracles 
flow through our hands. We get to walk around in His righteousness. We get to 
represent Him to the earth as He places us within Himself in what He is 
accomplishing in this world.  

We could spend more time looking into what that really means – being His 
body on this earth, and being fully submitted to Him. But I actually want to 
take this study into a slightly different direction – one you may not have heard 
before, yet it is immensely beautiful! Because while Christ brings something 
incredible to our lives… He also believes we bring something incredible to His! 

He is Blessed by Us 

Believe it or not, there are many references in the Bible on how our lives bring 
blessing to Jesus’ life. It sounds ridiculous that we could give Him anything that 
would bless Him, yet when we think about it, don’t our children bring blessing 
to our lives? They bring us joy as they try and stumble, as we see our image 
reflected in them, and as they offer their wholehearted love to us. Such things 
bring a richness to our lives that nothing else could match. Why would this not 
also be the same for our Jesus, and our Father God, in whose image we have 
been created? 
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We see the beautiful love story in the Song of Songs, where the Shulamite 
allows His life to flow through her… and we see that her life also blesses His. 
Consider these words by the Bridegroom-King: 

Song of Songs 7:5 – 7 (TPT) Even a King is held captive by your beauty! How 
delicious your fair beauty, it cannot be described. As I count the delights you 
bring to Me – love has become the greatest!  

Song of Songs 4:10 (TPT) Your love is My finest wine… 

Song of Songs 4:9 (TPT) For you reach into My heart. With one flash of your 
eyes I am undone by your love, My beloved one, My equal, My bride. You leave 
me breathless – I am overcome by merely a glace from your worshipping eyes 
and you have stolen My heart. 

These words are said of your Bridegroom (Jesus) to you. It’s how He sees you! 
Can you imagine Jesus held captive by your beauty? The beauty that He sees as 
His life flows through you and you yield yourself and your love to Him?  

Yet we haven’t even heard it all yet. If you’ve found those few scriptures hard 
to believe of how Jesus sees you, just wait until you read the ones I’m saving 
for tomorrow! 

 

Can you imagine Jesus being blessed by you? Close your eyes and see it. Then 
believe it.  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #5 You Are One With Christ (5)  

So we’ve seen yesterday that who we are actually blesses and gives to Jesus, 
and this is part of what it means when we talk about ‘who we are in Christ.’ 
Some of those scriptures were almost unbelievable. Yet, I’ve saved the best for 
last. These ones are the real ‘kickers’: 

Song of Songs 4:15 (TPT) Your life flows into Mine pure as a garden spring. A 
well of living water springs up from within you. You are like a mountain brook 
flowing into My heart! 

Did He just say what I think He said?!?! That our life flows INTO His?!?! That we 
can actually flow into HIS heart?!?!?! He has been called living water for the 
world. Now He likens us to living water which nourishes Him?!?!? Incredible! 
He is so blessed by our hearts of love towards Him, and by our allowing His life 
to flow through us that it actually nourishes Him!  

Song of Songs 5:1 (TPT) I have gathered from your heart, My equal, My bride. I 
have gathered from My garden all My sacred spices…I have tasted and enjoyed 
My wine within you. 

For Him to gather something from our hearts… He is saying we actually give 
something to Him. It’s not all a one-way street! He gives us life, He gives us 
identity, and when we fully have Him and we allow His life to flow through us, 
He actually receives something from us that blesses and nourishes Him!  

He loves it when His life flows through us. But this is how extraordinarily good 
He is… even when we’ve held back part of ourselves… even before we’ve been 
saved (!?!?!?!) we bring blessing to Him. Weren’t we told in the Bible that it 
was for the joy that was set before Him that Christ endured the cross? He did 
that for the unsaved! There was joy even for their sakes (and ours… we too 
were unsaved until we chose Him), because He delighted to make a way for 
them. It would be no different to the joy we experience in our babies, well 
before they ever had the chance to demonstrate love back to us. 

And if we’re still not convinced that we bless Him, let’s remember that Jesus 
considers us to be the jewels in His crown (Zech 9:16), and that He delights in 
us (Isa 42:1), and that our prosperity brings Him delight (Ps 35:27 & Deut 30:9), 
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and that the words of our mouth bring blessing to Him (James 3:9). And we 
could find example after example more. But let’s instead look at how this goes 
even deeper. Not only do we bless us, but He also actually carries us within 
Him. 

 

What is the most astounding thought you’ve experienced, of the truth you 
have just encountered?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________  
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Day Five: #5 You Are One With Christ (6)  

He Carries Us Within Him 

Ultimately, it’s about the fact that He lives in our hearts… and we live in His! 
After all, He can’t even see Himself on this planet without us! To Jesus we are, 
quite literally, His body on this earth. Talk about carrying us within Him!  

Ephesians 2:5 (TPT) Even when we were dead and doomed in our many sins, he 
united us into the very life of Christ and saved us by his wonderful grace! 

Ephesians 1:4 (TPT) And he chose us to be his very own, joining us to himself 
even before he laid the foundation of the universe! Because of his great love, he 
ordained us as one with Christ from the beginning, so that we would be seen as 
holy in his eyes with an unstained innocence. 

Let’s stop and think about just how much He sees us as a part of Himself. Jesus 
spoke to His disciples before He left this earth (regarding all who would ever 
believe in Him), of how He saw us as one with Him, in the very same way that 
He and God are one. In fact, this was His final prayer before He left this earth 
(outside of His personal prayers for strength in the Garden of Gethsemane). 

John 17:21 (MSG) The goal is for all of them to become one heart and mind – 
just as you, Father, are in me and I in you, so they might be one heart and mind 
with us… 

So the oneness that Jesus likened us to is the same oneness between God and 
Himself, where God is in Jesus and Jesus is in God. He prayed that we would be 
one them… in other words in the very same way as they were one – us in Christ 
and Christ in us. Verse 22 goes on to say, ‘The same glory you gave me, I gave 
them, so they’ll be AS unified and together as we are…’ (MSG…emphasis mine).  

I think it’s safe to say that Jesus never goes anywhere without us. He’s prayed 
that our oneness would be just like His and God’s, He’s told us we’re seated in 
heavenly places with Him (Eph 2:6); He carries an image of us printed on the 
palm of His hands (Isa 49:16), He intercedes for us continually day and night 
and His thoughts about us number even more than the sand (Ps 139:17 – 18).  
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As David asks in Psalm 139, ‘Where could I go from Your Spirit?’ (AMP). In fact, 
there is nowhere we could possibly go where He is not, and there is nowhere 
that He could possibly go where we are not, because He is in us and we are in 
Him. If He took us to the cross… if He was resurrected with us… if we are now 
seated together (on His very throne) in the heavenly places, surely we must 
know that we truly are one with Him and we can never be separated from Him. 

Romans 8:39 (NIV) …neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, 
will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord. 

I don’t think there’s any more beautiful picture of what it means to have Him 
live in our hearts but also have us live in His, than the testimony of Jesus 
Culture singer Kim Walker-Smith. She’d wanted to ask Jesus what He was 
thinking when He created her, and so in a vision He took her to heaven to give 
her the answer to that question. He showed her how the Father had taken a 
piece out of His own heart and had formed her tenderly and created her to 
worship and dance and sing. He showed her how much He and the Father just 
enjoyed her so much and were blessed every time she worshipped, sang and 
danced as she has been created to do.  

Then, He showed her that the Father took her and placed her back inside His 
heart… and she fit perfectly into the hole that was there, from when He’d torn 
out a part of His heart to create her. What a beautiful picture of how we carry 
His life completely within us… and He carries us completely within Him! He 
lives in our hearts, yes… and we also live in His. 

 

What does this testimony and the concept of living in Christ’s heart mean to 
you?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK NINE 

Day One: #5 You Are One With Christ (7)  

Christ’s love for us, and our oneness with Him, are beyond all comprehension! 
We’ve looked last week at the fact that while we have the privilege of carrying 
Him within us, we also have the privilege of knowing  that He carries US within 
Him! 

Jesus brought His life into ours… and He also brought our life into His. 

We literally live in His heart. 

But you know, He honoured us even more than that. When you read how He 
bestowed this honour to us, your first reaction may be, ‘No way!’, as mine was 
when I felt Holy Spirit show this to me. But just give this a moment and see 
what He says to you about it… 

He Changed His Identity For Us 

Dare I say it… 

He changed OUR identity on the cross. We changed HIS identity on the cross. 

I’m hardly game to type those words because if we have anything religious in 
us at all, we’ll be tempted to feel so highly offended at this statement that we 
won’t allow Holy Spirit to show us what it means. Let’s just stop and allow Him 
to minister to us at the moment… 

Please don’t be put off by my wording. WE didn’t make this change happen. 
We could do nothing to actually make His identity an ounce different than 
what it was. Jesus was the one who did it completely, and He did it because of 
us. His identity could not have been changed unless He chose to change it to 
include us.  

And that’s exactly what He chose. What happened immediately at the moment 
that Jesus gave up His Spirit on the cross and died? 
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Matthew 27:51 (NIV) At that moment the curtain of the temple was torn in 
two from top to bottom… 

The curtain sealed the entrance to the Most Holy Place, where the Presence of 
God was. The first thing that happened the moment of Jesus’ death was that 
the curtain was Divinely torn from top to bottom. This was a clear message 
that the separation between God and mankind was over, because of what 
Jesus has accomplished! Prior to this moment, we had been standing in our 
own righteousness – stained and separate from Him. From that moment, we 
were standing in Jesus – righteous and perfect in God’s eyes. This is why there 
no longer needed to be a curtain to separate us from God. We were able to 
come into God’s Presence because Jesus had made us the righteousness of 
God in Christ Jesus (2 Cor 5:21). What that meant is that when God saw us 
from that point on, He saw us in Jesus – no longer standing stained and 
separate in and of ourselves. We had forever become part of who and what He 
would see when He saw Jesus. We became part of Jesus. 

Ephesians 1:13 (NIV) And you also were included in Christ… 

From the point of the cross, Jesus’ identity changed. He was no longer simply 
the Son of God or the Son of Man, as He called Himself (emphasising that He 
was fully man – a man filled with the Holy Spirit). He had a new body on this 
earth. He’d never before had a body that extended beyond His own physical 
one (or spiritual one in heaven). He expanded His identity to include us!  

 

What does it mean to you to know that Jesus was willing to change His identity 
on the cross to include you? Now God can never see Jesus without seeing you!  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Two: #6 You Are the Righteousness of Christ –       

Your Spirit is Already Perfect (1) 

So now we’re looking at the fifth way that Jesus changed our identity on the 
cross, and this one is that we are the righteousness of Christ – our spirits are 
already perfect. 

If we’ve spent a lifetime in church hearing about how we are nothing more 
than sinners, and that we are to grow our spirits and BECOME like Jesus, we 
may find it difficult to accept this one… or we may find ourselves celebrating 
this truth like nothing else we’ve heard!  

You are so much more than a ‘sinner saved by grace’. An amazing transaction 
happened in your heart when you accepted Jesus into it. Jesus came into your 
heart, He made your spirit one with His Spirit, and then He sealed you so that 
this joint spirit could never be changed or contaminated, and He declared you 
righteous.  

Ephesians 1:13 (NASB) …having also believed, you were sealed in Him with the 
Holy Spirit of promise… 

As Andrew Wommack puts it, this is like being vacuum sealed, like a tin. Sealed 
so that nothing can contaminate, affect or change your joint spirit with Him in 
any way. What’s going on in your soul or your body can never affect your spirit. 
But what’s going on in your spirit can always affect your soul and body.  

This is how why God can declare us to be righteous and not be a liar, because 
we all know that we fall short of His glory in the way we act and speak. Yet He 
calls us righteous. Why? Because… 

Your spirit IS perfect. 

Hebrews 12:23 (KJV) To the general assembly and church of the firstborn, 
which are written in heaven, and to God the Judge of all, and to the spirits of 
just men made perfect… 

Did we just see what that said?!?! Just men made PERFECT. 
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When His Spirit came into your hearts and joined itself with our spirit and we 
were sealed in Him, He made our spirits perfect. Wow! Yet in His eyes, He 
doesn’t just see our spirits as perfect and the rest of us as flawed. Somehow, 
He looks at us and says ‘YOU are perfect!’  

Through what Christ has accomplished in us, there is no imperfection in His 
eyes when He looks at you. You may wonder how that is possible for God to 
see imperfection when He looks at us because our spirits have been made 
perfect… yet our souls and bodies are still a work in progress as we align 
ourselves with what has already been accomplished in our spirits. This is how: 

2 Corinthians 5:16 – 17 (NKJV) Therefore from now on, we regard no one 
according to the flesh… 

The spiritual man regards no one according to their flesh, only their spirit. 
Where do you think Paul learned this from? His God, who regards no one 
according to the flesh, but according to the spirit. God is not looking at our soul 
and at our body when He declares us perfect. And in reality, as long as our 
spirits are perfect, we have something we can bring our soul and body into 
alignment with.  

God intends to sanctify us through and through and for our whole spirits, souls 
and bodies to be kept blameless at the coming of our Lord (1 Thess 5:23). He 
intends for this alignment with our spirit to continue for the rest of our lives. 
Yet when He looks at us now, He looks at our spirit and actually declares us to 
be flawless. 

Romans 5:1 (TPT) Our faith in Jesus transfers God’s righteousness to us and he 
now declares us flawless in his eyes. 

 

He now declares you flawless in His eyes. Imagine Him looking at you and 
seeing your perfection and smiling in pleasure. What does it mean to you? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #6 You Are the Righteousness of Christ –       

Your Spirit is Already Perfect (2) 

So not only does God now see you as flawless in His eyes through the fact that 
Jesus has made your spirit perfect, but He also sees you as totally connected 
with absolutely nothing between Him and you. 

Colossians 1:21 – 22 (TPT) Even though you were once distant from him, living 
in the shadows of your evil thoughts and actions, he reconnected you back to 
himself…And now there is nothing between you and Father God, for he sees 
you as holy, flawless, and restored! 

There is absolutely nothing between you and God. It is FINISHED! And in His 
eyes, you are reconnected and you are part of Him. This could only be made 
possible by the fact that your spirit has been made perfect. Look at the start of 
that scripture. It says that we were once distant from Him, living in the 
disconnection of our evil thoughts and actions. Even after receiving Jesus, do 
we ever find ourselves thinking things in our souls that would be different to 
what God thinks? Even after we’re saved and our spirits have been sealed with 
His? Yes, of course we do. Yet this doesn’t change how God sees us. We’re not 
connected and then disconnected while we think these things; connected 
again when we get our minds on track. In God’s eyes, our spirits are connected 
and therefore what’s going on in our souls and our bodies can’t disconnect us 
from Him. 

In the same way, our continued connection with God is not dependent on our 
confessing every single sin we’ve committed. It’s not ‘now there’s something 
between us’, and ‘now there’s not.’ He’s not even looking there! He’s looking at 
our spirits, which are incapable of sinning.  

Somehow we have the concept that it’s all about our sin. Yet God completely 
dealt with sin on the cross through Christ Jesus. He’s not looking at our sin. 
He’s looking at our heart towards Him. 

Yes, the Bible tells us to confess our sins, but we must understand that the 
purpose of confessing our sin is for our sakes, not God’s. He doesn’t reject us 
when we sin. His eyes are on our spirits, not our flesh (And remember sin is not 
specific acts, but missing the mark or falling short of the glory of God). But God 
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knows that sin keeps us from the glory He has planted within us and keeps us 
out of our destiny and opens the door for us to battle with condemnation. It’s 
not good for us and He doesn’t want us to contend with sin when He has paid 
such a heavy price to free us from it. We don’t have to sin! His grace gives us 
the power not to sin. But when we do sin, and we confess it, it’s about our  
realizing what we’ve done so that we can take responsibility and go to God and 
enter into His grace to walk as a glorious daughter, undiminished by sin.   

 

How have you believed that you could disconnect yourself from God by your 
sin? Do you understand how and why this is actually impossible? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #6 You Are the Righteousness of Christ –       

Your Spirit is Already Perfect (3) 

Knowing that we ARE the righteousness of Christ, makes a tremendous 
difference in our lives! Just look at these scriptures: 

Colossians 1:27 (TPT) …We preach to awaken hearts and bring every person 
into the full understanding of truth…, to present to every believer the revelation 
of being his perfect one in Jesus Christ.  

So nobody misses out! If you are part of ‘every person’ and ‘every believer’, 
God wants you to come into the full understanding of the revelation that… 

You are His perfect one in Jesus Christ. 

Stop right now and say that out loud: “I am His perfect one!”  

Now look at yourself in a mirror and say it again: “I am His perfect one!” 

Wow! And just in case something inside of us still can’t believe that this applies 
to us (you know satan’s old trick to tell us that, ‘it’s true of everyone BUT 
you’…) check out Romans 5:17: 

Romans 5:17 (TPT) … through one righteous act of Jesus’ sacrifice, the perfect 
righteousness that makes us right with God and leads us to a victorious life is 
now available to all. 

His perfect righteousness is available… to everyone except you?!?! No!!!!  

His perfect righteousness is available to ALL, so it is available to YOU! 

He wants you to know that you don’t miss out. That He had you in mind when 
He put this wondrous, crazy, passionate plan together to bring mankind into 
righteousness.  

Now you can know that any time satan tells you that you’re the one who 
misses out, or that you don’t deserve this gift of righteousness, you can 
confidently say, “You are a liar and I refuse to listen to you. I am righteous in 
Christ Jesus and there’s nothing you can do about it! I’m part of God’s plan and 
I NEVER miss out!” 
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It’s true. You NEVER miss out on anything Jesus has done for you. You NEVER 
miss out on any promise, any provision, any intimacy, any love, any 
righteousness, any blessing or any purpose. You’re included!!! 

 

How did it impact you when you looked at yourself in the mirror and declared, 
“I am His perfect one!”  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Has satan ever used the lie on you that you’re the one who misses out? If so, 
how do you feel to know that you NEVER miss out? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #6 You Are the Righteousness of Christ –       

Your Spirit is Already Perfect (4) 

We have been given His righteousness by His grace. We did absolutely nothing 
to earn this… it was purely a gift from our loving Father. And as we’ve seen 
yesterday, God considers it extremely important for you to know that YOU are 
righteous. Why? 

Some would argue that when we see ourselves as righteous, it will cause us to 
cast off all restraint. They may argue along the lines that, ‘No matter what we 
do, we know God won’t disconnect Himself from us and He is only looking at 
our righteous spirits and not our sinful flesh, so we can get away with doing 
whatever we want’. Might I say that if that’s the way we’re looking at our 
relationship with God, we need to get saved! When we love God, we are never 
looking for a way to ‘get away with’ anything. We’re looking to love, please 
and honour Him. 

The fact is that it’s of the utmost importance that we see ourselves as 
righteous, because we will act better – not worse - when you believe we are 
righteous. 

When we see ourselves as righteous, we act righteously.                              
When we see ourselves as unrighteous, we act unrighteously. 

It’s human behavior to live up to what other expect of us. We live out of our 
identity and how we act or speak will always be in line with who we believe 
that we are. We often allow the expectations of others to form that identity.  

If we see ourselves as nothing more than a sinner, sinning will come naturally 
to us. We’ll have our eyes on ourselves and everything that’s wrong with us 
and that means they’ll be off Jesus – our only source of help! Yet when we see 
ourselves as righteous in Him, we’ll have our eyes on Jesus and the expectation 
that in Him we can act and speak righteously… and it will come naturally to us!  

You know really, this is no different from what (I hope) we do as parents. 
When our children misbehave, it’s a well known parenting strategy to separate 
the child’s identity from their behavior when we deal with the situation. If we 
say, “You are a bad girl!”, our child will see themselves as bad in their identity. 
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They will filter everything through the concept of ‘I am bad’ and therefore they 
will live up to our expectations in their continued behavior. But when we say, 
‘You are a good girl but you made a bad choice,’ and our child is able to 
separate their identity from their behavior, and next time they will have the 
confidence and the filter to think about themselves as good and to make 
behavioral decisions accordingly. Children always live up to the expectations 
made of them and a good parent speaks to the treasure that is inside their 
child’s heart. This is exactly what our God does for us – He speaks to the 
treasure He sees, and all He sees is what is perfect and flawless in us. 

As a result, we believe we’re righteous, so we make righteous choices. This is 
actually what the works of the spirit are. Consider what Jim Richards has to say 
about this: 

"The works of the Spirit are those things you do because you believe you are 
righteous. The works of the flesh are those things you do because you don't 
believe you are righteous." Jim Richards  

God wants to liberate us from a lifetime of trying to become righteous in His 
eyes. We could never accomplish this ourselves but it’s been given to us as a 
gift. Now, if we accept His costly gift to us, we’ll believe that we ARE righteous 
at this moment and we’ll naturally walk and talk like a righteous woman. 

 

Do you tend towards works of the spirit… those things you do because you 
believe you are righteous? Or do you tend towards works of the flesh…those 
things you do because you don’t believe you are righteous? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Why do you think you tend towards these works? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK TEN 

Day One: #7 Within You Lives the Fullness of Christ (1)   

The good news of the Gospel just keeps getting better and better as we 
understand more and more of it. Last week, we looked at two ways Jesus 
changed our identity on the cross – He made us one with Him and He made us 
righteous (our spirits are already perfect).  

So this brings us to the seventh way He changed our identity on the cross, and 
that is that within us lives the fullness of Christ.   

You see, when His Spirit and our spirit became one and God declared us to be 
righteous in Christ Jesus, it was the fullness of the Spirit of Christ that came to 
live within us. He didn’t just send a part of Himself – Holy Spirit brought the 
absolute fullness of Jesus (which is the fullness of God) to live within us. 

Colossians 2:10 (TPT) And our own completeness is now found in him. We are 
completely filled with God as Christ’s fullness overflows within us. He is the 
Head of every kingdom and authority in the universe! 

Just think about it – this is the fullness of the limitless, wise, creative, powerful, 
righteous, glorious, loving, persevering, merciful, ruling, victorious, mighty, 
majestic One! This is Who has come to take up permanent residence in our 
hearts! And just in case that doesn’t amaze us, this verse goes on to remind us 
that He is also the One who is the Head of every kingdom and authority in the 
universe… the One whom nothing and nobody has ever conquered lives within 
us! 

There is nothing missing from this life. There is nothing diminished. The 
fullness of everything that makes Christ Who He is, has now been deposited 
within YOU! Does this make you want to shout? Or perhaps you are so awed 
with the honour of it all, that you can only cry? Whatever your reaction, 
celebrate because it’s true and… 

He lives in You in His fullness right now! 

This means that whatever you can find in the Word of God that applies to 
Jesus, also applies to you right now. Whatever miracles Jesus performed are 
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within you right now. Whatever victory Jesus walked in is within you right now. 
Remember, He told us that we would do even greater things than Him (John 
14:12).  

We didn’t get a baby-Jesus spirit within us. We got His full grown, powerful, 
victorious spirit within us and He’s ready right now to speak words of life and 
wisdom through OUR lips, work mighty miracles of power through OUR hands 
and manifest the fullness of His life within us to OUR world. 

 

What is your favourite miracle that Jesus performed in the Bible? Now close 
your eyes and see the fullness of Jesus within your heart, and His life coursing 
through your hands to perform the same miracle. Do you believe this is 
possible?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Two: #7 Within You Lives the Fullness of Christ (2)   

You carry the fullness of Christ within you. This means that you have all of His 
life… and you have all of your life. 

Fullness of Christ brings fullness of life. 

There can be nothing missing in your experience of life, if Christ is living within 
you. There is no aspect to life that He does not carry. There is nothing of 
darkness within Him. Everything that is life is of Jesus and He brings it all to us. 

Colossians 2:10 (AMP) And you are in Him, made full and having come to 
fullness of life [in Christ]…  

If Christ lives within us, we HAVE come to fullness of life.  

John 10:10 (AMP) The thief comes only in order to steal and kill and destroy. I 
came that they may have and enjoy life, and have it in abundance (to the full, 
till it overflows). 

Jesus brings the fullness of life into our lives because He wants us to have and 
enjoy the fullness of life. He came to preach good news to the poor, release 
the captives, and heal the broken hearted (Isa 61:6). In every instance, He 
came to destroy that which stole life from His people. He came to destroy the 
works of the devil (1 Jn 3:8) and to release us into fullness of life. 

His life within us is the fulfilment of this purpose and promise. We should and 
can be the most alive, most fulfilled, most joyful, most victorious people on the 
planet! Those things which strip life and identity from people – depression, 
toil, manipulation, failure – should not have a place in God’s people. 

This is how He intends for us to live. This is how we CAN live, because He lives 
within us.  

When we live in the fullness of His life, we live in the fullness of our lives. 
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If you were walking in the fullness of His life, ask Jesus to show you what the 
fullness of your life would look like. What do you see? What is He whispering 
to your heart? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #7 Within You Lives the Fullness of Christ (3)   

Everything Jesus did always leads us to grace. We don’t have to strive. We 
don’t have to BECOME. He’s taken care of everything because we couldn’t 
solve any of it ourselves. 

One thing that is so liberating about the fact that the fullness of Jesus lives 
within every single one of us, is that there are no favourites and there are no 
delays. We all have been given exactly the same gift, though what we choose 
to do with that gift makes all the difference. We don’t need to wait for 
anything… we don’t even need to wait for an experience.  

It’s wonderful when people have glorious experiences with the Presence of 
God and we should definitely desire and believe for such profound 
experiences. However, we don’t have to wait for one in order to receive all 
that Jesus offers us. We aren’t disqualified because we haven’t experienced 
the Presence of God in an extraordinary manner. We are qualified right now 
because the fullness of His life lives within us. We can pursue greater measures 
of experiencing His Presence, all while moving forward confidently with the gift 
that has already been given to us. 

The Bible says NOW faith is (Heb 11:1). So right now we can believe and walk 
in everything that Jesus brings to our lives. We can live out of His JOY in us; His 
LOVE in us; His STRENGTH in us; His PEACE in us; His REVELATION in us; His 
PRESENCE in Us; and His ANOINTING in us. Whatever Jesus is, we are, and we 
can access and walk in it at any time. 

If we feel sad, we can refuse the sadness and instead choose to walk in His joy 
in us. If we feel weak, we can refuse the weakness and instead choose to walk 
in His strength in us. When we don’t know what to do, we can draw on His 
wisdom and revelation within us. He has called us believers and our job is to 
simply believe that what He has already accomplished is so. When we do, we’ll 
find that these aspects of His life are manifested through ours.  

His life within us is limitless and it will be an endless journey of discovery to 
plumb the depths of what has actually been placed within us. 

Ephesians 1:16 – 17 He wants to continually unveil in us the riches of His 
wisdom and revelation through the fullness of being one with Christ. 
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Note that it’s an unveiling of something which is already a fact within us… not a 
growing into or a creating of something.  

It’s a done deal – the fullness of Christ dwells within you right now, and all you 
need to do is believe it and walk in the power and victory of His life within. 
There are no delays and there are no disqualifications.  

 

Ephesians 1:16 – 17 is a wonderful scripture to pray. Ask God to unveil in you 
the riches that He has placed within you by Christ Jesus. Let Him show you 
what He has placed within you. What do you see?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #8 Within You Lives Every Promise and 

Provision that Heaven Contains (1)  

So because the fullness of Christ lives within us, we can now live in the reality 
of the eighth way in which our identity was changed on the cross: Within us 
lives every promise and provision that heaven contains! 

Can you imagine Christ separate from the blessings, promises and provisions of 
heaven? Of course not! Heaven is not only His home… heaven is who Jesus is! 
He owns everything in heaven. He IS everything in heaven. Heaven is simply a 
reflection and an extension of Who God, Jesus and Holy Spirit are. It is the 
fullness of Their hearts manifested. 

Psalm 89:11 (ISV) Heaven and the earth belong to you, the world and 
everything it contains— you established them. 

So there’s no doubt about it. Everything contained within heaven belongs to 
Jesus. And we’ve already seen that the fullness of Jesus lives within us. Let’s 
also understand that the fullness of heaven is contained within Jesus, and 
when He came into our hearts, He brought every promise and provision of 
heaven with Him!  

Ephesians 1:3 (TPT) Everything heaven contains has already been lavished 
upon us as a love gift from our wonderful heavenly Father, the Father of our 
Lord Jesus – all because he sees us wrapped into Christ… 

This is exactly why He told us to pray (in what we know as the Lord’s prayer) 
that the will of the Lord would be done on earth, as it is in heaven (Luke 11:2 – 
3). Remember that when He came to earth, He actually brought the Kingdom 
of God (which is heaven’s mode of operation) with Him and established this 
kingdom on the earth (in our hearts), rescuing us from this world’s darkness 
(Col 1:13).  

What Christ in fact accomplished by coming into our hearts and bringing with 
Him the Kingdom of God is that He distributed heaven amongst the earth. He 
made it possible for this prayer to be fulfilled and for heaven to come to the 
earth because He actually placed heaven within each of us, so that we could 
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allow His heavenly life, promises and provisions to flow through us and change 
and affect the atmosphere and the world around us.  

We didn’t need to do anything to receive this except to love and receive Him. 
That means that we can now consider anything that we know by the Word of 
God is in heaven, and realise that it is already inside us right now. 

His victory is inside you right now. His prosperity is inside you right now. His 
promises are inside you right now. His wholeness is inside you right now. His 
Kingdom is inside of you right now. 

When you think about it, what is NOT in heaven? There is no sickness in 
heaven. There is no lack in heaven. There is no fear in heaven. There is no strife 
in heaven. There is no sadness in heaven. 

So if those things are not in heaven, and heaven is essentially inside of you 
through Christ Jesus living in your heart, then there’s a portion of you (your 
spirit) which has no sickness, no lack, no fear, no strife and no sadness. That 
same portion of you is also complete with perfect health, abundance, love and 
joy. And as you trust that this is true, you’ll see more and more of this heavenly 
life extend through your soul, and your body into the world around you. This is 
truth that you can apply to anything that you know exists (or does not exist) in 
heaven. Life will never look the same again! 

 

Consider what is and is not in heaven and the fact that heaven is now within 
you. You now have access to all of the provisions and the promises of heaven 
and all you are required to do is believe it. How does this change your 
perspective of your life? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #8 Within You Lives Every Promise and Provision 

that Heaven Contains (2)  

If you truly believe what we read yesterday, that means you are never, ever 
waiting on provision, healing or promises. You are never, ever waiting for God 
to make a move or to set things in place so that you can finally access what 
you’ve been believing for. It’s already within you now! 

We can say with confidence: 

My inheritance is inside me right now!  

2 Peter 1:3 – 4 (NKJV) …His divine power has given to us all things that pertain 
to life and godliness, through the knowledge of Him who called us by glory and 
virtue, by which have been given to us exceedingly great and precious 
promises, that through these you may be partakers of the divine nature… 

Wow! This scripture tells us that we HAVE already been given ALL THINGS. In 
other words, there is nothing that we do not have. ALL includes absolutely 
everything that we could possibly need now and for the rest of our lives. And it 
says that we have already BEEN given it. So whatever we are believing for right 
now – we already have it! 

That sounds like an amazing promise, but stop and think about it… How could 
we NOT have already been given all things?!?! When the Holy Spirit came into 
us, He brought the lot! He didn’t bring a piece of Himself. He didn’t bring a 
portion of Jesus’ life. He brought fullness! Sometimes we have a mindset of 
Holy Spirit being some sort of vapour that we can have a little or a lot of… but 
the Scriptures clearly tell us that He is a Person. And He brought the fullness of 
a Person – Jesus – to live within us. That means we can’t have a piece. Just as 
we can’t have a piece of our children, or our spouses or friends. They are either 
fully there or they are not there at all. It’s all or nothing. And if we’ve accepted 
Jesus, we have ALL of Him. 

Galatians 3:18 (TPT) …Because we are united with the Anointed One, all the 
promises of the kingdom are deeded to us, not because we keep the Law or 
fulfill religious duties. If that were the case, it would have nullified what God 
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said to Abraham. We receive all the promises because of the Promised One – 
not because we keep the Law! 

So we have the fullness of Jesus within us through the Holy Spirit living in our 
hearts… and that means we also have the fullness of heaven within us. 
Because of this, ALL of the promises of the kingdom are already ours. This 
scripture says that they are already deeded to us. A deed is defined as legally 
transferring property or rights. 

Consider a deed as in the deed to a property. If you hold the title deed to your 
house, it’s yours. If you are given a title deed to something, whether or not you 
can see it with your eyes at that moment, it’s legally yours.  

Galatians 3:18 tells us that we already hold the title deeds to every single one 
of all of the promises of the entire Kingdom of God! They are all contained 
within Jesus and His life is within us now. You may have been begging God for 
something that He has already written your name on the title deed to. He 
wants us to stop begging and start declaring! 

There is nothing that is not already ours. 

It’s time to break out of the shackles of our limitations and restrictions. If we 
have all right now, then nothing is impossible for us! 

 

Say it again: My inheritance is inside of me right now. How does this change the 
limitations and restrictions you have felt bound by in your life?   

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK ELEVEN 

Day One: #9 You are Free From Law and Live by Grace (6)   

We spent the last week looking at how Jesus made us free from law, so that we 
could live by grace. We discovered that we are actually dead to the law and 
alive to grace. Of course, sometimes people find it difficult to understand 
grace, concerned that somehow it is a ‘license to sin’. Nothing could be further 
from the truth! 

Interestingly enough, when Jesus brought the new covenant and everything 
moved from external to internal, we were also given the power to live by His 
grace – and we needed it! Because we also discovered the true standards of 
righteousness and our utter need to depend on Him became known. Now, if 
we are to hate someone in our hearts (yet never act on it externally), we are 
considered to be guilty of murder. And if we are to lust after someone in our 
flesh, we are guilty of adultery – even if we never act on it! Everything has 
moved to the heart and we are actually held to a higher level of righteousness 
– and we cannot possibly fulfil it except by His grace. We cannot possibly live 
this New Testament believer life without it!  

Unfortunately, many people see the message of righteousness and grace as 
dangerous because they think it will make people sin more. Paul was accused 
of this in Romans 6, but he understood that the purpose of grace is the Divine 
empowerment to live victorious over sin, not an excuse to live in sin. 

Romans 6:1 - 2 (AMP) What shall we say [to all this]? Are we to remain in sin in 
order that God’s grace (favor and mercy) may multiply and overflow? Certainly 
not! How can we who died to sin live in it any longer? 

What a profound response! How can we who died to sin live in it any longer? In 
other words, as far as Paul was concerned, when we received Jesus, we 
became one with Him and what He had died to, we had died to, and what He 
was alive to, we were also alive to. In Paul’s mind, it was impossible for a true 
believer to live (habitually) in sin. Or in short what he was saying was, “If you’re 
looking for a way to keep sinning, you need to get saved!” He went on to say:  
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Romans 6:3 – 4 (AMP) Are you ignorant of the fact that all of us who have 
been baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into His death? We were buried 
therefore with Him by the baptism into death, so that just as Christ was raised 
from the dead by the glorious [power] of the Father, so we too might 
[habitually] live and behave in newness of life. 

Paul explained that grace is actually the empowerment to habitually live and 
behave in newness of life… a life where sin has no dominion over us because it 
cannot tempt us. A life where we have no desire whatsoever to walk in sin 
because we are so focused on the glory of our Jesus that we are captivated 
entirely by Him.  

Now that’s how to live! That’s freedom! 

The Bible says that Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom (2 Cor 3:17), 
not measurement and bondage. Walking in sin brings nothing but bondage. If 
grace was a license to sin, it would be nothing more than a license to walk in 
bondage. Yet it is a gift of God, given to us so that we will live free from 
bondage because we are empowered to live free from sin. 

True freedom is the free reign of our spirit.  

The free reign of our flesh is bondage. 

At the end of the day, grace empowers us to choose. 

Romans 6:16 (TPT) Don’t you realize that grace frees you to choose your own 
master? But choose carefully, for you surrender yourself to become a servant – 
bound to the one you choose to obey… 

If you want to choose sin, you can walk in it but it will only bring you bondage. 
If you want to choose the freedom of a life lived for Jesus, grace will empower 
you to live it. Your spirit truly can reign as King within you… and your soul and 
body will have no choice but to ‘get in line’. 
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If grace gives you the freedom to choose your own master, which master do 
you choose?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If you are seeking to learn more about grace, we highly recommend these 
ministers who are profound in their teaching of what grace is and is not and 
how grace empowers us to choose our own master and to live habitually in 
newness of life: 

Andrew Wommack (Andrew Wommack Ministries) www.awmaust.net.au 

Arthur Meintjes (Kingdom Life Ministries) www.arthurmeintjes.com 

Jim Richards (Impact Ministries) www.impactministries.com  

  

http://www.awmaust.net.au/
http://www.arthurmeintjes.com/
http://www.impactministries.com/
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Day Two: #10 CONSIDER IT SO!(1) 

Over the past 12 weeks, you’ve seen the truth that: 

 You are Spirit, Soul & Body 

 You were crucified with Christ 

 You were resurrected with Christ 

 You are seated with Christ 

 You are one with Christ 

 You are the righteousness of Christ – Your Spirit is already perfect 

 Within you lives the fullness of Christ  

 Within Christ is every promise and provision that Heaven contains  

 You are free from the law and live by grace 

These are established, present-moment, now-faith-is facts! And they are all 
about what Christ did on the cross to change YOUR identity! There are no 
strings attached, there are no boxes to tick and there are no qualifications to 
gain.  

You are not waiting on anything – you already have EVERYTHING! 

There is only one thing left to do, and that is to: 

CONSIDER IT SO! 

Romans 6:11 (AMP) Even so consider yourselves also dead to sin and your 
relation to it broken, but alive to God [living in unbroken fellowship with Him] in 
Christ Jesus.  

God has already said that we are dead to sin and alive to Him, yet it only 
becomes reality to us when we consider it to be true FOR US! The reality of 
grace is that everything has already been given to us as a gift, and we ‘open’ it 
only one way – by FAITH! As believers, we have a job description – and that is 
simply to believe!  

Colossians 2:2 – 3 (TPT) …The certainty of your faith will give you access to all 
the riches of God as you experience the revelation of God’s great mystery – 
Christ unveiled within you. For our spiritual wealth is in him, like hidden 
treasure waiting to be discovered – heaven’s wisdom and endless riches of 
revelation knowledge.  
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We already have all the riches of God within us, and we discover this treasure 
by believing what God shows us about His life within us.  

We ‘consider it so’ by aligning our souls with what’s already been 
accomplished in our spirits. We align our heart, we align our thoughts, we align 
our words and we align our actions. We walk as one who believes they are who 
God has already made them to be, and as one who already has what God has 
promised them. And as we do this, we release and experience what’s already 
inside of us. 

God says to us today, ‘You are not BECOMING anything.’ 

You ARE because I AM. 

 

Meditate on that statement again. You ARE because I AM. What is this 
speaking to your heart? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #10 CONSIDER IT SO!(2)   

What grace God has shown us that we can BE because He IS. We can usually 
find it easier to believe this about mankind collectively, or about other people 
we know. We can decree, ‘I consider it so!’ in hearty agreement that this is true 
of other people… but sometimes we have difficulty ‘considering it so’ of 
ourselves! 

If there’s one thing satan goes after, it’s our identity. But you know what girls – 
we can’t let him have it!!!!!! Because with our identity goes the life and the 
promises of God. Everything that has been promised to us must flow through 
our heart, which houses our sense of identity. If we don’t believe that we are 
who He say we are, we most certainly cannot release what He has placed 
within us.  

Christ is the fullness of God and all of heaven is contained in Him. Either He is 

Who He is IN YOU, or He’s not who He is at all! 

If you can believe it for someone else, but you can’t believe it for yourself, you 
will stop Him from flowing through your life. It won’t be God holding back from 
you… it will be you holding back from you.  

Can you believe it? Can you believe that Jesus is the same yesterday… today… 
forever… in you… in me… in those around you… in this world? Can you 
‘consider it so’, in order that He cannot be diminished when He is within you, 
by anything other than your refusal to believe that He can shine through you? 
This is walking by faith and this is what He asks you to do.  

Philemon 1:6 (NKJV) …that…your faith may become effective by the 
acknowledgement of every good thing which is in you in Christ Jesus. 

The good things are already in YOU! And your faith works to activate and 
release these good things as you acknowledge that they already are inside of 
you. Yes, this perspective is a world of difference from the begging God to give 
us _____ or make us ______ (fill in the blank) that we may have spent a 
lifetime doing. But that’s not how faith works. NOW faith is (Heb 11:1), you 
already have it, and your faith becomes effective when you acknowledge that 
you already have it within you. 
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This is not lying or exaggerating. This is a declaration of faith. Consider how 
God does it and how He teaches us to do it. God Himself says that He speaks 
those things which be not as though they were (Rom 4:17 NKJV). He also tells 
us to Be imitators of God, therefore, as beloved children (Eph 5:1 BSB). He also 
instructed us to Let the weak say I am strong (Joel 3:10 KJV) and Proverbs 
informs us that as we think in our hearts, so are we (Prov 23:7). There is a 
distinct pattern here, and it’s saying, ‘No matter how it looks on the outside, if 
you will acknowledge the truth that already exists on the inside, you will see it 
on the outside!’ 

God doesn’t want us to be like the paralysed man, who was waiting for 38 
years to be healed (see John 5). Jesus is saying to us today: 

“Do you want to be well? Pick up your mat and walk!” 

 

Do you want to be well in your heart and your identity? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If you haven’t already done to, it’s your time to make a decision. To consider 
the truth that God has shown you and then to consider it so about YOU. Go 
back to the list of truths in bold at the start of yesterday’s devotional. Slowly 
state each one in the first person. For example, “I am spirit, soul and body.” 
See this as true of you. And if you are willing to believe it, confess out loud: “I 
consider it so!” Do this for each of the truths Jesus died to bring you.  

Afterwards, write down how this impacts you:  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #10 CONSIDER IT SO! (3)   

If you have decided to ‘consider it so’, you will experience the joy of living in 
the victory of His truth. Overcoming your own doubts and fears about who you 
are is vital to your journey of faith. And it would be wonderful if that was the 
only challenge you had to face on this journey. But I can almost guarantee you, 
this will NOT be the only challenge. And you may be surprised from where your 
next obstacles may come. 

Imagine that you are the paralysed man. You have been lying there thinking 
that you were trapped for 38 years and Jesus comes along and offers you the 
truth and when He says to pick up your sleeping mat and you will walk, you 
realise that it’s possible that what He has said is the truth. So immediately you 
stand up and find that you are healed! You are elated!!!! A lifetime of begging 
and being dependent on others is over! New possibilities are arising and you 
are excited with a joy that can only be known by one who has been completely 
bound and then has been made completely free! Words cannot describe your 
gratitude to Jesus as you walk around on your own legs for the very first time 
in 38 long and lonely, hunger-filled, heartbroken years. The yoke has been 
taken off – you are free!!!!!!! 

Is that how some of you are feeling right now about your own lives? Free for 
the first time in your life? Elated, light and excited about all that life presents 
you now that you know who you are in Christ Jesus and have ‘considered it to 
be so’?  

So how then would you feel if you were the previously-paralysed-and-now-
healed man when shortly after the Jewish religious leaders see you walking 
along, carrying your own sleeping mat for the first time – they object and say, 
“What are you doing carrying that? Don’t you know it’s the Sabbath? It’s not 
lawful for you to carry things on the Sabbath!” 

What?!?!?! An unimaginable miracle has just happened, you’re free for the 
first time in your life, you love that you can be up off that stinking sleeping mat 
and that you are capable of carrying it around for yourself, others should be 
celebrating with you… but now somebody who is steeped in religion and law is 
mad at you for it?!?!?! 

Let me tell you my friends, when you become free, it doesn’t make everybody 
else happy. When you become free, it challenges others on what they believe 
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and why they are still not free themselves. And because people tend to feel 
the need to be right and to be justified in why they’re at where they’re at in 
life, often this leads to finding fault with others in order to make themselves 
feel OK. 

When you pick up your mat and walk, the religious around you will probably 
not celebrate with you and they may well judge you. They may well tell you 
that what you’re believing is not lawful, and condemn you for believing it. 
What will you do at this precipice of choice? Are you going to keep moving 
forward so that you can stay free and you can in turn make others free? Or are 
you going to allow others to drag you straight back into law? 

Law never wants to let us go. Whether through our own fears, traditional 
theologies or the accusations of others, the law does not want to release you.  
But I say to you today, “You are FREE!” 

Stay free. Walk free. And do not bow down to anything that tells you you’re 
not free! Because Jesus paid for it, your destiny is contained within it, and your 
freedom will free others. 

Galatians 5:1 (TPT) Let me be clear, the Anointed One has set us free. Not 
partially, but completely and wonderfully free! We must always cherish this 
truth and stubbornly refuse to go back into the bondage of our past. 

 

Write down your declaration to stubbornly refuse to go back into the bondage 
of your past: 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: Now Live in the Surrendered Freedom of Yielding 

to the Holy Spirit   

So we’ve ‘considered it so’, we’ve made our decision and we’re stubbornly 
refusing to go back into the bondage of our past. We see the truth, we believe 
it, we’ve acknowledged it… but how on earth do we live it out? 

God says to us today (in Gal 5:25 TPT) that it is actually very simple: 

Now live in the surrendered freedom of yielding to the Holy Spirit  

We have been freed to live a continual journey of yielding to His life in us… 
aligning our soul and body with His Spirit within us. But what is yielding? 

Yielding is that precipice of choice, where we decide to be lifted up in the 
truth of who He is in us, and thus to be raised into His likeness. It is not giving 
up who we are for someone else, and diminishing ourselves as a result. We 
yield UP to righteousness. It is not a negative process – it is a glorious one! 
Yielding actually means ‘to give forth by a natural process’. It is simply allowing 
the seed that is planted within us to grow. It is more a picture of letting go of 
control and simply falling into Him… and as we do, we find that He lifts us up. 

Imagine yourself standing on top of a rock with your eyes closed and your arms 
outstretched. You are not afraid – you are smiling from ear to ear because you 
know you’re safe no matter what happens. You lean back and feel yourself fall 
towards the ground… you are no longer in control. But as you fall, you feel His 
strong hands catch you and He lifts you up and takes you high and gently 
places you down upon a hilltop. You can see far more from the hilltop than you 
ever did from the rock you’d been standing on. You didn’t have to fall back and 
trust Him – you could have stayed on the rock. But you did… and now you’re 
on top of the hill! That’s a picture of what yielding in a surrendered freedom 
feels like and looks like.   

It was the same with Jesus. When He stretched His arms out on that cross (and 
remember He lay His life down – it was not taken from Him – see John 10:18), 
it was as though He was freefalling. He was entrusting Himself completely to 
the hands of His Father, believing Who God has said He was and believing that 
God would indeed raise Him up again. He was out of control… it was 
completely up to God to save Him. But He knew God was trustworthy. 
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When God first showed me what yielding really looked like in everyday life, He 
used a situation in which I knew I was to go to a friend who’d been diagnosed 
with cancer and share God’s promises to heal with her, but I also knew that 
based on her religious upbringing, she may be very hesitant to receive it. As I 
started to share, I could sense the defensiveness and lack of receptivity. I 
wondered, ‘Should I be saying this? Should I keep going?’ And there was a 
precipice of choice in which I just knew that Holy Spirit wanted me to get my 
flesh out of the way, to shut up and stop talking – but to open my mouth and 
let Him talk freely through me. I didn’t know how it was going to pan out, but I 
made the choice to ‘free-fall’ – and the most anointed words just started to 
bubble up out of my spirit with an authority and a boldness that I had not 
experienced before. She became engaged and receptive and we cried together 
in gratitude to the Lord and we prayed together. I yielded to Him at the 
precipice of choice – and He lifted me up into His likeness. This can happen in 
any area of our lives. 

Remember, when God convicts us, He convicts us TO righteousness. He says, 
“This is who I say you are. You CAN live it.” It is a continual journey of putting 
off or refusing of the lies which say who we are not, and a continual putting on 
of the truth of who He says we are, so He can lift us up into it. 

Yielding is absolute freedom. It is not having to be in control… not having to 
work everything out, but trusting the One Who knows all things. 

It is God in me, not me in me. 

There is no greater joy than living in the surrendered freedom of the Holy Spirit 
and it’s the privilege that He offers you today. 

 

Now live in the surrendered freedom of yielding to the Holy Spirit. This is a 
lifestyle. What does it look like for you? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK TWELVE 

Day One: #9 You are Free From Law and Live by Grace (6)   

We spent the last week looking at how Jesus made us free from law, so that we 
could live by grace. We discovered that we are actually dead to the law and 
alive to grace. Of course, sometimes people find it difficult to understand 
grace, concerned that somehow it is a ‘license to sin’. Nothing could be further 
from the truth! 

Interestingly enough, when Jesus brought the new covenant and everything 
moved from external to internal, we were also given the power to live by His 
grace – and we needed it! Because we also discovered the true standards of 
righteousness and our utter need to depend on Him became known. Now, if 
we are to hate someone in our hearts (yet never act on it externally), we are 
considered to be guilty of murder. And if we are to lust after someone in our 
flesh, we are guilty of adultery – even if we never act on it! Everything has 
moved to the heart and we are actually held to a higher level of righteousness 
– and we cannot possibly fulfil it except by His grace. We cannot possibly live 
this New Testament believer life without it!  

Unfortunately, many people see the message of righteousness and grace as 
dangerous because they think it will make people sin more. Paul was accused 
of this in Romans 6, but he understood that the purpose of grace is the Divine 
empowerment to live victorious over sin, not an excuse to live in sin. 

Romans 6:1 - 2 (AMP) What shall we say [to all this]? Are we to remain in sin in 
order that God’s grace (favor and mercy) may multiply and overflow? Certainly 
not! How can we who died to sin live in it any longer? 

What a profound response! How can we who died to sin live in it any longer? In 
other words, as far as Paul was concerned, when we received Jesus, we 
became one with Him and what He had died to, we had died to, and what He 
was alive to, we were also alive to. In Paul’s mind, it was impossible for a true 
believer to live (habitually) in sin. Or in short what he was saying was, “If you’re 
looking for a way to keep sinning, you need to get saved!” He went on to say:  
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Romans 6:3 – 4 (AMP) Are you ignorant of the fact that all of us who have 
been baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into His death? We were buried 
therefore with Him by the baptism into death, so that just as Christ was raised 
from the dead by the glorious [power] of the Father, so we too might 
[habitually] live and behave in newness of life. 

Paul explained that grace is actually the empowerment to habitually live and 
behave in newness of life… a life where sin has no dominion over us because it 
cannot tempt us. A life where we have no desire whatsoever to walk in sin 
because we are so focused on the glory of our Jesus that we are captivated 
entirely by Him.  

Now that’s how to live! That’s freedom! 

The Bible says that Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom (2 Cor 3:17), 
not measurement and bondage. Walking in sin brings nothing but bondage. If 
grace was a license to sin, it would be nothing more than a license to walk in 
bondage. Yet it is a gift of God, given to us so that we will live free from 
bondage because we are empowered to live free from sin. 

True freedom is the free reign of our spirit.  

The free reign of our flesh is bondage. 

At the end of the day, grace empowers us to choose. 

Romans 6:16 (TPT) Don’t you realize that grace frees you to choose your own 
master? But choose carefully, for you surrender yourself to become a servant – 
bound to the one you choose to obey… 

If you want to choose sin, you can walk in it but it will only bring you bondage. 
If you want to choose the freedom of a life lived for Jesus, grace will empower 
you to live it. Your spirit truly can reign as King within you… and your soul and 
body will have no choice but to ‘get in line’. 
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If grace gives you the freedom to choose your own master, which master do 
you choose?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If you are seeking to learn more about grace, we highly recommend these 
ministers who are profound in their teaching of what grace is and is not and 
how grace empowers us to choose our own master and to live habitually in 
newness of life: 

Andrew Wommack (Andrew Wommack Ministries) www.awmaust.net.au 

Arthur Meintjes (Kingdom Life Ministries) www.arthurmeintjes.com 

Jim Richards (Impact Ministries) www.impactministries.com  

  

http://www.awmaust.net.au/
http://www.arthurmeintjes.com/
http://www.impactministries.com/
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Day Two: #10 CONSIDER IT SO!(1) 

Over the past 12 weeks, you’ve seen the truth that: 

 You are Spirit, Soul & Body 

 You were crucified with Christ 

 You were resurrected with Christ 

 You are seated with Christ 

 You are one with Christ 

 You are the righteousness of Christ – Your Spirit is already perfect 

 Within you lives the fullness of Christ  

 Within Christ is every promise and provision that Heaven contains  

 You are free from the law and live by grace 

These are established, present-moment, now-faith-is facts! And they are all 
about what Christ did on the cross to change YOUR identity! There are no 
strings attached, there are no boxes to tick and there are no qualifications to 
gain.  

You are not waiting on anything – you already have EVERYTHING! 

There is only one thing left to do, and that is to: 

CONSIDER IT SO! 

Romans 6:11 (AMP) Even so consider yourselves also dead to sin and your 
relation to it broken, but alive to God [living in unbroken fellowship with Him] in 
Christ Jesus.  

God has already said that we are dead to sin and alive to Him, yet it only 
becomes reality to us when we consider it to be true FOR US! The reality of 
grace is that everything has already been given to us as a gift, and we ‘open’ it 
only one way – by FAITH! As believers, we have a job description – and that is 
simply to believe!  

Colossians 2:2 – 3 (TPT) …The certainty of your faith will give you access to all 
the riches of God as you experience the revelation of God’s great mystery – 
Christ unveiled within you. For our spiritual wealth is in him, like hidden 
treasure waiting to be discovered – heaven’s wisdom and endless riches of 
revelation knowledge.  
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We already have all the riches of God within us, and we discover this treasure 
by believing what God shows us about His life within us.  

We ‘consider it so’ by aligning our souls with what’s already been 
accomplished in our spirits. We align our heart, we align our thoughts, we align 
our words and we align our actions. We walk as one who believes they are who 
God has already made them to be, and as one who already has what God has 
promised them. And as we do this, we release and experience what’s already 
inside of us. 

God says to us today, ‘You are not BECOMING anything.’ 

You ARE because I AM. 

 

Meditate on that statement again. You ARE because I AM. What is this 
speaking to your heart? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #10 CONSIDER IT SO!(2)   

What grace God has shown us that we can BE because He IS. We can usually 
find it easier to believe this about mankind collectively, or about other people 
we know. We can decree, ‘I consider it so!’ in hearty agreement that this is true 
of other people… but sometimes we have difficulty ‘considering it so’ of 
ourselves! 

If there’s one thing satan goes after, it’s our identity. But you know what girls – 
we can’t let him have it!!!!!! Because with our identity goes the life and the 
promises of God. Everything that has been promised to us must flow through 
our heart, which houses our sense of identity. If we don’t believe that we are 
who He say we are, we most certainly cannot release what He has placed 
within us.  

Christ is the fullness of God and all of heaven is contained in Him. Either He is 

Who He is IN YOU, or He’s not who He is at all! 

If you can believe it for someone else, but you can’t believe it for yourself, you 
will stop Him from flowing through your life. It won’t be God holding back from 
you… it will be you holding back from you.  

Can you believe it? Can you believe that Jesus is the same yesterday… today… 
forever… in you… in me… in those around you… in this world? Can you 
‘consider it so’, in order that He cannot be diminished when He is within you, 
by anything other than your refusal to believe that He can shine through you? 
This is walking by faith and this is what He asks you to do.  

Philemon 1:6 (NKJV) …that…your faith may become effective by the 
acknowledgement of every good thing which is in you in Christ Jesus. 

The good things are already in YOU! And your faith works to activate and 
release these good things as you acknowledge that they already are inside of 
you. Yes, this perspective is a world of difference from the begging God to give 
us _____ or make us ______ (fill in the blank) that we may have spent a 
lifetime doing. But that’s not how faith works. NOW faith is (Heb 11:1), you 
already have it, and your faith becomes effective when you acknowledge that 
you already have it within you. 
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This is not lying or exaggerating. This is a declaration of faith. Consider how 
God does it and how He teaches us to do it. God Himself says that He speaks 
those things which be not as though they were (Rom 4:17 NKJV). He also tells 
us to Be imitators of God, therefore, as beloved children (Eph 5:1 BSB). He also 
instructed us to Let the weak say I am strong (Joel 3:10 KJV) and Proverbs 
informs us that as we think in our hearts, so are we (Prov 23:7). There is a 
distinct pattern here, and it’s saying, ‘No matter how it looks on the outside, if 
you will acknowledge the truth that already exists on the inside, you will see it 
on the outside!’ 

God doesn’t want us to be like the paralysed man, who was waiting for 38 
years to be healed (see John 5). Jesus is saying to us today: 

“Do you want to be well? Pick up your mat and walk!” 

 

Do you want to be well in your heart and your identity? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

If you haven’t already done to, it’s your time to make a decision. To consider 
the truth that God has shown you and then to consider it so about YOU. Go 
back to the list of truths in bold at the start of yesterday’s devotional. Slowly 
state each one in the first person. For example, “I am spirit, soul and body.” 
See this as true of you. And if you are willing to believe it, confess out loud: “I 
consider it so!” Do this for each of the truths Jesus died to bring you.  

Afterwards, write down how this impacts you:  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four: #10 CONSIDER IT SO! (3)   

If you have decided to ‘consider it so’, you will experience the joy of living in 
the victory of His truth. Overcoming your own doubts and fears about who you 
are is vital to your journey of faith. And it would be wonderful if that was the 
only challenge you had to face on this journey. But I can almost guarantee you, 
this will NOT be the only challenge. And you may be surprised from where your 
next obstacles may come. 

Imagine that you are the paralysed man. You have been lying there thinking 
that you were trapped for 38 years and Jesus comes along and offers you the 
truth and when He says to pick up your sleeping mat and you will walk, you 
realise that it’s possible that what He has said is the truth. So immediately you 
stand up and find that you are healed! You are elated!!!! A lifetime of begging 
and being dependent on others is over! New possibilities are arising and you 
are excited with a joy that can only be known by one who has been completely 
bound and then has been made completely free! Words cannot describe your 
gratitude to Jesus as you walk around on your own legs for the very first time 
in 38 long and lonely, hunger-filled, heartbroken years. The yoke has been 
taken off – you are free!!!!!!! 

Is that how some of you are feeling right now about your own lives? Free for 
the first time in your life? Elated, light and excited about all that life presents 
you now that you know who you are in Christ Jesus and have ‘considered it to 
be so’?  

So how then would you feel if you were the previously-paralysed-and-now-
healed man when shortly after the Jewish religious leaders see you walking 
along, carrying your own sleeping mat for the first time – they object and say, 
“What are you doing carrying that? Don’t you know it’s the Sabbath? It’s not 
lawful for you to carry things on the Sabbath!” 

What?!?!?! An unimaginable miracle has just happened, you’re free for the 
first time in your life, you love that you can be up off that stinking sleeping mat 
and that you are capable of carrying it around for yourself, others should be 
celebrating with you… but now somebody who is steeped in religion and law is 
mad at you for it?!?!?! 

Let me tell you my friends, when you become free, it doesn’t make everybody 
else happy. When you become free, it challenges others on what they believe 
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and why they are still not free themselves. And because people tend to feel 
the need to be right and to be justified in why they’re at where they’re at in 
life, often this leads to finding fault with others in order to make themselves 
feel OK. 

When you pick up your mat and walk, the religious around you will probably 
not celebrate with you and they may well judge you. They may well tell you 
that what you’re believing is not lawful, and condemn you for believing it. 
What will you do at this precipice of choice? Are you going to keep moving 
forward so that you can stay free and you can in turn make others free? Or are 
you going to allow others to drag you straight back into law? 

Law never wants to let us go. Whether through our own fears, traditional 
theologies or the accusations of others, the law does not want to release you.  
But I say to you today, “You are FREE!” 

Stay free. Walk free. And do not bow down to anything that tells you you’re 
not free! Because Jesus paid for it, your destiny is contained within it, and your 
freedom will free others. 

Galatians 5:1 (TPT) Let me be clear, the Anointed One has set us free. Not 
partially, but completely and wonderfully free! We must always cherish this 
truth and stubbornly refuse to go back into the bondage of our past. 

 

Write down your declaration to stubbornly refuse to go back into the bondage 
of your past: 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #10 Now Live in the Surrendered Freedom of 

Yielding to the Holy Spirit   

So we’ve ‘considered it so’, we’ve made our decision and we’re stubbornly 
refusing to go back into the bondage of our past. We see the truth, we believe 
it, we’ve acknowledged it… but how on earth do we live it out? 

God says to us today (in Gal 5:25 TPT) that it is actually very simple: 

Now live in the surrendered freedom of yielding to the Holy Spirit  

We have been freed to live a continual journey of yielding to His life in us… 
aligning our soul and body with His Spirit within us. But what is yielding? 

Yielding is that precipice of choice, where we decide to be lifted up in the 
truth of who He is in us, and thus to be raised into His likeness. It is not giving 
up who we are for someone else, and diminishing ourselves as a result. We 
yield UP to righteousness. It is not a negative process – it is a glorious one! 
Yielding actually means ‘to give forth by a natural process’. It is simply allowing 
the seed that is planted within us to grow. It is more a picture of letting go of 
control and simply falling into Him… and as we do, we find that He lifts us up. 

Imagine yourself standing on top of a rock with your eyes closed and your arms 
outstretched. You are not afraid – you are smiling from ear to ear because you 
know you’re safe no matter what happens. You lean back and feel yourself fall 
towards the ground… you are no longer in control. But as you fall, you feel His 
strong hands catch you and He lifts you up and takes you high and gently 
places you down upon a hilltop. You can see far more from the hilltop than you 
ever did from the rock you’d been standing on. You didn’t have to fall back and 
trust Him – you could have stayed on the rock. But you did… and now you’re 
on top of the hill! That’s a picture of what yielding in a surrendered freedom 
feels like and looks like.   

It was the same with Jesus. When He stretched His arms out on that cross (and 
remember He lay His life down – it was not taken from Him – see John 10:18), 
it was as though He was freefalling. He was entrusting Himself completely to 
the hands of His Father, believing Who God has said He was and believing that 
God would indeed raise Him up again. He was out of control… it was 
completely up to God to save Him. But He knew God was trustworthy. 
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When God first showed me what yielding really looked like in everyday life, He 
used a situation in which I knew I was to go to a friend who’d been diagnosed 
with cancer and share God’s promises to heal with her, but I also knew that 
based on her religious upbringing, she may be very hesitant to receive it. As I 
started to share, I could sense the defensiveness and lack of receptivity. I 
wondered, ‘Should I be saying this? Should I keep going?’ And there was a 
precipice of choice in which I just knew that Holy Spirit wanted me to get my 
flesh out of the way, to shut up and stop talking – but to open my mouth and 
let Him talk freely through me. I didn’t know how it was going to pan out, but I 
made the choice to ‘free-fall’ – and the most anointed words just started to 
bubble up out of my spirit with an authority and a boldness that I had not 
experienced before. She became engaged and receptive and we cried together 
in gratitude to the Lord and we prayed together. I yielded to Him at the 
precipice of choice – and He lifted me up into His likeness. This can happen in 
any area of our lives. 

Remember, when God convicts us, He convicts us TO righteousness. He says, 
“This is who I say you are. You CAN live it.” It is a continual journey of putting 
off or refusing of the lies which say who we are not, and a continual putting on 
of the truth of who He says we are, so He can lift us up into it. 

Yielding is absolute freedom. It is not having to be in control… not having to 
work everything out, but trusting the One Who knows all things. 

It is God in me, not me in me. 

There is no greater joy than living in the surrendered freedom of the Holy Spirit 
and it’s the privilege that He offers you today. 

 

Now live in the surrendered freedom of yielding to the Holy Spirit. This is a 
lifestyle. What does it look like for you? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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WEEK THIRTEEN 

Day One: #10 Now Live in the Surrendered Freedom of 

Yielding to the Holy Spirit (2)   

If we are going to live as ‘God in me, not me in me’, it will come down to one 
thing: Our will. When I was seeking God about this message, Holy Spirit 
whispered to my heart: 

Your will is the most powerful thing on the planet. 

Of course, I immediately thought, ‘That can’t be true! Jesus is the most 
powerful thing on the planet.’ Yet Holy Spirit went on to show me that Jesus 
can actually be limited by us (Psalm 78:41, Matt 23:37), because God gave all 
authority in the earth to man (Gen 1:26), He gave us free choice, and we can 
choose – by an act of our will – whether or not we will receive and release the 
fullness of the life of Christ from within us. He will always accomplish His 
purposes, but if we won’t co-operate with Him in them by fully releasing Him, 
He has to look until He finds someone else who will.  

Just think about the power of the human will. The human will starts wars, 
brings peace, chooses life - accepts Jesus, or refuses Him! He actually said that 
we are His body on this earth – we represent Him and He’s constrained by our 
will as to what we allow them to see of Him through our lives. As the saying 
goes, ‘The only Jesus some people may see, is the Jesus in you and the Jesus in 
me’.  We are ‘…living epistles, read of all men’ (2 Cor 3:2). So what are they 
reading? Are they reading the fullness of Jesus, or are they reading the fullness 
of our flesh? There is only one factor which determines which one the world 
sees – our will. It certainly is the most powerful thing on the planet! 

But more than that, let’s consider this truth: 

It was the will of a man who saved us. 

Jesus was a man filled with the Holy Spirit – the same as you and I. Note that 
while Jesus was the Son of God, He referred to Himself as the Son of man, to 
emphasise this point. He was a man! And ultimately, it was His will which was 
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in submission to God’s will, that saved the entire planet – billions of people 
from beginning until now, including us!  

What does that say about the power that is inherent in the will of man? Just 
imagine what it was like for Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane…CHOOSING to 
yield! Miracles were easy – He spoke in absolute faith and they manifested. 
But yielding – that was hard! In the precipice of choice between the pain of the 
cross and the joy of the cross, Jesus yielded to the fullness of God within Him. 
Though His body was so distressed by the choice before Him and what it would 
cost Him that He actually sweated great drops of blood (Luke 22:44), He 
aligned His soul and His body with the Spirit of God within Him and He affirmed 
the decision that He had already made before the foundation of the world. He 
had already decided that He would allow the fullness of God to shine through 
Him and He would be the lamb who was slain (Rev 13:8). His will gave Him the 
power of choice… and He used it to save the world! 

 

What does it mean to you that it was the will of a man which saved you? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Two: #10 Now Live in the Surrendered Freedom of 

Yielding to the Holy Spirit (3)   

Here is the key to yielding. Yielding is actually alignment with a decision that 
we have already made. For Jesus, what was actually going on in the Garden of 
Gethsemane was that He was yielding to the decision that He had already 
made before the foundation of the world. In other words, before He even 
came to the earth, He made the decision that made all decisions. He said, ‘Yes 
Father, I will release your fullness on the earth. I will align my will with yours… I 
will lay my life down for your children.’  

Revelation 13:8 ...the book of life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the 
world… 

And that’s exactly what He did. He DECIDED and then He YIELDED. The garden 
was yielding. The cross was yielding – Jesus had already decided it by making 
the decision that made all decisions. 

And then He gave us the choice to do the same thing. He’s asking us today if 
we will use the power inherent in our choice, to save our world? We have the 
power to choose and God says to us: 

Let the Spirit be King. 

Just as Jesus allowed the fullness of God which was within Him (Col 1:19) to 
reign in His life and aligned Himself with the will of God, He asks us to do the 
same. Will we let His Spirit within us be King in our lives? Will we align our will 
with His will and by His grace subdue our flesh and soul so that Jesus can freely 
be released through us? We are His gates!  

Psalm 24:6 - 8 (NASB) This is the generation of those who seek Him, Who seek 
Your face – even Jacob. Selah. Lift up your heads, O gates, and be lifted up, O 
ancient doors, that the King of glory may come in! Who is the King of glory? 
The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord mighty in battle… 

Will we be the gates who will receive and release His glory? WE get to choose. 

If we rule well, we will live free. Let the Spirit of Christ within us reign and rule 
in our lives. We CAN choose. We CAN use our will to align with His will and do 
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anything and all that He asks us to do. And we CAN change the world! We are 
human flesh filled with the Holy Spirit – the same Holy Spirit that gave Jesus 
the strength to yield in the garden and on the cross – and that means all things 
are possible when we choose! 

 

Jesus was a man filled with the Holy Spirit. We are also people filled with the 
Holy Spirit. How does that knowledge affect you? How does it affect how you 
see yourself and what you are capable of choosing and what you are capable 
of doing? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Three: #10 Now Live in the Surrendered Freedom of 

Yielding to the Holy Spirit (4)   

Our will is a gift. It is a gift to our lives and it is a gift to the world. 

He has presented you with the gift. But you have to untie the ribbon. 

He gives this invitation to us today: To make the decision that makes all 
decisions. 

Galatians 5:25 (TPT) We have now chosen to live in the surrendered freedom of 
yielding to the Holy Spirit! 

Will you choose to release Jesus, no matter where it takes you, no matter what 
it costs you and no matter which circumstances face you? Will you choose now 
that regardless of criticism, regardless of weariness, regardless of the price tag, 
you will pay it? Will you live in oneness with Him? Will you choose – once and 
for all – to LIVE IN the surrendered freedom of yielding to the Holy Spirit? To 
not move in and out of that place, but to actually live from there? Will you 
choose to believe what He says regardless of how wild and unbelievable it 
sounds? Will you go with Him wherever He goes… on Divine adventures, even 
when you can’t see what’s in front of you? Will you be His pioneer and let Him 
take you to places and lead you to do things that no one else has ever done 
before? WILL YOU? 

1 Kings 18:21 (AMP) How long will you halt and limp between two opinions? If 
the Lord is God, follow Him!  

The moment you know you WILL, go to the Soak Time section and write it 
down: I CHOOSE this day to live in the surrendered freedom of yielding to the 
Holy Spirit. 

However, the Lord doesn’t want us to give flippant answers. He tells us to 
count the cost (Luke 14:28) and sometimes the cost is hard. Yet even when we 
aren’t willing to pay it, we find that our choice still costs us something else. 
Once we’ve seen a truth but we resist walking in it, we find ourselves feeling 
like Jeremiah with a fire shut up in our bones, and weary of holding it back (Jer 
20:9). Ultimately, we can’t. We’ll either yield our lives completely to Jesus or 
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we’ll walk away and simply survive, hidden in a box of hopelessness that He 
never intended for us to live in.    

Jesus knew that He wouldn’t renege on the cross, because He didn’t back out 
before the foundation of the world, when He saw the whole thing from start to 
finish. He didn’t back out in the Garden. He was never going to walk away from 
the cross. And right now, He’s finishing what He started in our lives (Phil 1:6) 
and He won’t give up on that either. 

A few days prior to the last retreat, one of our team members had experienced 
the weight of satan’s accusations of being ‘unqualified’, and had felt she could 
not preach… unless Jesus specifically spoke to her that she should be. In love, I 
knew I had to honour what she had decided, and in the natural it could have 
caused many challenges to the weekend for this beautiful woman to suddenly 
not be sharing. However, Holy Spirit assured me that it would all be OK. Why? 
Because I knew she had made the decision that makes all decisions. I knew she 
had chosen to live in the surrendered freedom of yielding to the Holy Spirit and 
that she was anointed to share and that Holy Spirit would speak to her.  

And a day before we were leaving for the retreat He did – He woke her up at 
3am and downloaded His heart to her for what she was to share. And she 
received it and shared it with us and we were all blessed as a consequence. No 
one who was there could have known the challenges she had faced in her own 
‘Garden of Gethsemane’ before the event. Yet she yielded to Him because she 
had already decided beforehand. His life flowed through her and she opened 
the gate for His amazing glory to shine through.  

What He will do for one He will do for another. He simply asks us to choose. 

 

Do you CHOOSE? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Day Four: #10 Now Live in the Surrendered Freedom of 

Yielding to the Holy Spirit (5)   

We had no idea whether God even wanted us to do a second women’s 
retreat… until I heard this song and Holy Spirit spoke straight to my heart 
about How we were forever changed by His resurrection. I heard the phrase, 
‘You were the one that I was thinking of when I rose from the grave.’ I realised 
that I’d previously ‘seen’ Jesus thinking of us when He went to the cross. I 
could identify with being crucified with Him. After all, I’d spent years seeking 
what it meant to be ‘crucify my flesh’, and a lifetime hearing about the 
importance of ‘crucifying my flesh’… though no one had ever told me that 
Jesus had ALREADY done it. 

So of course the realisation that He was thinking of us in His resurrection was 
super exciting as I understood that when Christ was resurrected, we were also 
resurrected, and because of His resurrection and His life in us, we CAN choose. 
We CAN yield. And we can come out of hiding from the boxes we’ve found 
ourselves in. He’s placed treasure chests of glory within us (Col 1:27), yet we’ve 
locked ourselves up inside of them.  

Still the Lord says, ‘You’ve been on lockdown, but I hold the key. Here it is – I’ve 
opened up the doors of your prison. Now come out, get rid of the shackles 
you’ve become used to, run with Me in the power of My victory, and watch 
what I will do in your life.’ 

As you read the words to this song, understand that this is a picture of what it 
looks like to live in the surrendered freedom of yielding to the Holy Spirit.  

Out of Hiding (Father’s Song) 

Come out of hiding, you’re safe here with Me  
There’s no need to cover what I already see  
You’ve got your reasons, but I hold your peace  
You’ve been on lockdown, and I hold the key  
 
‘Cause I loved you before you knew what was love,  
I saw it all, still I chose the cross  
You were the one that I was thinking of  
When I rose from the grave  
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Now rid of the shackles, My victory’s yours  
I tore the veil for you to come close  
There’s no reason to stand at a distance anymore  
You’re not far from home  
 
I’ll be your lighthouse when you’re lost at sea  
I will illuminate everything  
No need to be frightened by intimacy  
Just throw off your fear and come running to me  
Oh as you run, what hindered love will only become part of the story  
 
You’re almost home now, please don’t quit now  
You’re almost home to me  
 
Baby, you’re almost home now, please don’t quit now  
You’re almost home to me  
 
From the Album ‘The Undoing’ by Steffany Gretzinger  
Written by Steffany Gretzinger & Amanda Cook  
© Bethel Music Publishing (ASCAP)  

 

Don’t quit, my precious sister. Trust Him and run with Him. Your story will be 
glorious! 

 

What is Holy Spirit saying to you through the words of this beautiful song? 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Five: #10 Now Live in the Surrendered Freedom of 

Yielding to the Holy Spirit (6)   

Jesus wrote you a letter. It’s a beautiful letter and He wants you to know just 
what He did with, in and for you. As you read this letter, He wants to illuminate 
the eyes of your imagination. Use it – your imagination is a gift from God to 
you and He wants you to allow Him to paint on its canvas. And what He wants 
you to see is so good, you may struggle to believe it. So let’s pray together first, 
that you will explore and experience all that is contained within it: 

Ephesians 1:18 (TPT) I pray that the light of God will illuminate the eyes of your 
imagination, flooding you with light, until you experience the full revelation of 
our great hope of glory…And I pray that you explore and experience for 
yourselves all the riches of this wealth that has been freely given to all his holy 
ones, for you are his true inheritance! 

Expect God to show you what you look like as you soar in Him. 

Soar in Me 

My treasured Bride, I love you with an everlasting love. It had no beginning, 
and it has no end, and you will never plumb the heights, depths and breadth of 
it because it is endless and the most beautiful and vast substance in this 
universe.  

As I tenderly and lovingly formed you with My Father, our hearts were 
exchanged – your heart forever enmeshed into mine and my heart forever 
enmeshed into yours. I was filled with awe, delight and anticipation at the 
wondrous possibilities and sparkling treasure that were planted within you. 
Limitless potential in Us that I prayed would be released to fly and soar in this 
world, revealing and dispensing light and bringing others to glory. 

I saw many people looking up at you soaring effortlessly and they were open 
mouthed with wonder and were reaching out their arms with delight and desire 
to soar with you, as you showed them that the very same glory was planted 
within them. Releasing life. Releasing light. 

It broke My heart when I saw you instead wounded, grounded as you believed 
the enemy of your soul, when he said that you weren’t a glorious vessel filled 
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with the treasures of awesome wonder but were, instead, destined to walk and 
even to crawl in the dust of this earth… left surviving and longing for the 
freedom to soar that you didn’t realise you already had. The glorious light 
emanating from within you was reduced to a dim flicker as you couldn’t see 
how you could possibly fly when all that your eyes could behold was your grey 
and lifeless form. You didn’t know I’d given you wings.  

I knew before I formed you that I would never be able to bear this and that not 
one thing means more to Me throughout time and this entire universe than you 
– not even My own life! It was for the joy of you that I laid down My life to 
redeem you. Yes, I saw your face when my hands and feet were bleeding and 
fastened to the cross… because you were there with Me, held securely in My 
heart. On that day, when I was crucified, your flesh was crucified along with 
Me. It was my delight to free you from sin once and for all. For I could bear your 
sin easier than I could bear your hopelessness. 

To the world, this moment seemed so dark. Like hope could never exist again. 
But it was alive in Me because I saw the end from the beginning and I knew the 
joy of that moment in time, as I defeated sin forever and you were in Me. 
Hopelessness was destroyed on that cross once and for all – for we didn’t stay 
there! As I awaited in darkness, trusting the power of God in Me to raise Me 
back to life again, darkness suddenly fled and pure light burst forth into life 
when the resurrection power of God come through us with might. It burst forth 
without limitation and life coursed through My body and yours and we rose 
again together, in a cloud of glorious light! 

Every chain I broke, I shattered it for you! 

Every lie I negated, I overturned it for you! 

Every limitation I destroyed, I obliterated it for you! 

Every sickness I overcame, I eradicated it for you! 

Every lack I eliminated, I annihilated it for you! 

I counted it all joy, because My heart had seen you soar. 

You were there! You were there! You were resurrected with me, and as the 
chains of death that tried to shackle me melted away in the power of His life 
and glory in Me, every chain holding you was equally destroyed! My God had 
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raised Me to life again, and I had raised You to life! Hopelessness, no longer 
your reality! 

You never left me when I was transfigured. How could you? You’re part of My 
heart and I’m part of yours. I took you with me as I was raised and restored to 
My Father and My throne in heaven. We’re seated together in heavenly places. 
You’re soaring on this earth, but you’re here with Me at the same time, with 
everything under your feet. This is your true reality and identity – You are 
seated on My throne with Me, for how could you not be when I carry you within 
Me? 

Who I am is part of you and who you are is part of Me, and I can never fully be 
on this earth who I really am without you, because you are My body. Nor can 
you be who you were made to be without Me, for I am your life. But you’re 
never without Me, nor will you ever be. My life courses into you just as your life 
flows into Mine, and I rejoice over you with singing. Soar, my treasured one. 
You are free! You are filled with My splendour and you will dance, and you will 
sing, and you will prophesy and as you run with My light and My passion 
emanating from You, you will awaken the hearts of others. You will tell them 
they’re beautiful, and you will say to them “you have wings”, and together you 
will soar – shining! -  across this nation and the nations and you will fill this 
world with My Glory!  

Soar in Me… My life is in You. 
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What did Holy Spirit show you that you look like as you soar in Him?  

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 


